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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled On Varieties of Semigroups studies the fol-
lowing question. Which Permutative varieties of semigroups are closed under Epis? 
In the present dissertation we study the above question in the context of the 
semigroup varieties by considering the following two questions. 
Q(a): What are the permutative saturated varieties of semigroups? 
Q(b): What are epimorphically closed permutative varieties of semigroups? 
Clearly saturated varieties of semigroups are epimorphically closed. 
The present exposition consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 contains preliminary 
notions, basic definitions and some fundamental results including the celebrated 
Zigzag theorem (with proof) which are used to develop the theory in the subsequent 
chapters. 
The Chapter 2 opens with the definitions of the saturated and epimorphically 
closed varieties of semigroups and is divided into two sections. In the first section we 
give a necessary condition for a semigroup to be saturated by constructing an example 
and, then, prove certain results to be used to completely answer Q(a). In the next 
section we give a necessary condition for a semigroup variety, again by constructing an 
example, to be epimorphically closed. 
In Chapter 3, we extend the result that "commutativity is preserved under epis" to 
permutation identities and proved that all permutation identities are preserved under 
epis. 
In Chapter 4, after proving some consequences of permutation identities about 
permutative semigroups, we completely determine permutative saturated varieties of 
semigroups. We then find sufficient conditions on a homotypical identity to ensure that 
any variety satisfying it is saturated. 
In Chapter 5, we answer the Q(b), i.e. we ask the following question: which per-
mutation identities are stable? or equivalently which permutative varieties are closed 
under epis?. 
First we give some sufficient conditions on semigroup identities to be preserved 
under epis in conjunction with any nontrivial permutation identity and, then, we com-
pletely answer the above (pu^stion and show that 
X\X2---Xn Xi^Xi2--.Xi^ 
n > 3 is stable if and only if z„ ^ n[ii ^ 1]. 
At the end, the list of references of literature consulted has been given. 
HI 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is devoted to collect some basic semigroup theoretic notions and results 
with a view to make our dissertation as self contained as possible, whereas the elemen-
tary knowledge of the algebraic concepts such as groups, homomorphisms, monomor-
phisms etc. has been preasumed and, thus, no attempt is been made to discuss them 
here. Most of the material included in this chapter occurs in the standard literature 
namely [6], [7], [38], [39] and [40]. 
1.1 BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In this section we begin with some basic definitions of semigroup theory. 
DEFINITION 1.1.1: A non-empty set S with a binary operation • which is asso-
ciative is called a semigroup. 
a * b ioT a, b ^ S will be denoted by ab. We shall write a multiphcative semigroup 
as (5, •) or often simply as S. 
DEFINITION 1.1.2: If a semigroup (5, •) has the additional property that (for all 
x,y£S). 
xy = yx, 
we shall say that it is a commutative semigroup. 
DEFINITION 1.1.3: Let 5 be a semigroup. An element a of 5 is regular if there 
exists X € 5 such that a = axa. A semigroup S is said to be regular if all its elements 
are regular. 
DEFINITION 1.1.4: A semigroup S is called a union of groups if each of its elements 
is contained in some subgroup of S. If a is an element of such a semigroup then a e G, 
a subgroup of S. If we denote the identity of G by e then within the group G, we have 
ea = ae — a, aa~^ = a~^a = e; 
DEFINITION 1.1.5(BAND): By a band we mean a semigroup S in which every 
element is idempotent, i.e a"^ = a for all a G S. 
DEFINITION 1.1.6: If / and A are non-empty sets, an associative multiplication 
can be defined on the Cartesian product. 
/ X A - {(A,/i) : Ae / , fie A} 
as follows 
( A i , / i i ) * ( A 2 , / X 2 ) = ( A i , / i 2 ) -
Then (/ x A, •) is a semigroup which is called a rectangular band. If |A| = 1 [|/| = 1], 
then the rectangular band / x A is a left zero [right zero] semigroup. 
DEFINITION 1.1.7: A band S is said to be right [left] normal hand if abc - bac 
[abc = acb], for all a,b,c E S. 
DEFINITION 1.1.8: A semigroup S is called an inverse semigroup if every o in 5 
possesses a unique inverse, i.e. if there exists a unique element a~^ in S such that 
aa~^a = a, a~^aa~^ = a~^ 
Such a semigroup is certainly regular, but not every regular semigroup is an inverse 
semigroup; a rectangular band is an obvious example as every element is an inverse of 
every other element. 
DEFINITION 1.1.9: If 5 and T are semigroups, the Cartesian product S x T 
becomes a semigroup if we define 
{s,t){s',t') = [as',it') 
we shall refer to this semigroup as the direct product of S and T. 
DEFINITION 1.1.10: A relation p on a set X is called an equivalence relation if it 
is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. If p is an equivalence relation on X then 
dom(p) D dom(la:) = X, ran(/?) D ran(li) = X 
and so dom{p) = ran(p) = X. 
DEFINITION 1.1.11: Let i? be a relation on a semigroup S. U c,d e S are such 
that 
c = xpy, d — xqy 
for some x,y in S\ where either (p,g) € Rox {q,p) G R, we say that c is connected to 
d by an elementary R-transition, where 
1 ^ r 5 if S has 1 
\ 5U{1}, otherwise 
DEFINITION 1.1.12: A semigroup S is right fleftj simple \i aS = S [Sa = 5] for all 
a e S. A global definition of a group, often utilized in semigroup theory, is that of a 
semigroup which is both left and right simple. One might therefore accept right simple 
semigroups to resemble with groups. The classical result along these lines is that the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) S is right simple and left cancellative; 
(ii) S is right simple with at least one idempotent; 
(iii) S is isomorphic to G x R, where G is a group and /? is a right zero-semigroup 
(i.e. xy — y for all x, y £ /?). 
This characterization of these semigroups, known as right groups is given in Clifford 
and Preston [6]. 
DEFINITION 1.1.13: If a is an element of a semigroup 5, the smallest left [right] 
ideal containing a is 5a U {a} [{a} U aS] denoted by S^a \aS^], and which we call 
principal left [right] ideal generated by a. 
Green's relation £ on 5 [7^ on S] is then defined by, that aCh '^ S^a = S^b 
<^ 3x, y E S^ such that a = a:6 and 6 = yo. 
Dually allb <=> aS^ = bS^ 
<^ 3x, y & S^ such that a = 6x and 6 = ay. 
The join of the Green's relations C and TZ in the lattice of all equivalences on a semi-
group is called the Green's relation V 
DEFINITION 1.1.14: Each V class in a semigroup is a union of £-classes and also 
a union of 7^-classes. The intersection of £-class and 7^-class is either empty or is an 
H-dass (the Green's relation n is defined as £ n 7^). In fact, by the very definition of 
V 
aCb^ RanLbT^^ 
where La[Ra], for any a € S is the C[R] class of a. 
DEFINITION 1.1.15: A semigroup 5 is globally idempoteM if for every a E S there 
exist x,y e S such that a = xy, that is, if S = 5^. For example every regular semigroup 
is globally idempotent. 
1.2 SOME SELECTED RESULTS 
In this section after the preliminary definitions we have given some important the-
orems and results to be used in subsequent chapters including the celebrated zigzag 
theorem due to Isbell. The importance of this theorem to the present dissertation has 
prompted us to include a full proof of this theorem, although the proof can be found 
in the introductory text by Howie [38]. 
DEFINITION 1.2.1(VARIETIES): Let C be a class of algebras, all of the same 
type (in the sense of Gratzer [19]). Let F be the set of operations defined on algebra 
in C. Let {xi : i E N} be a countable set (where A'^  denotes the set of all positive 
integers). A word in the variables Xj (i e A'') is defined as follows: 
(a) every variable Xi (i E N) is a. word; 
(b) if a is the symbol of a nuUary operation from F than a is a word; 
(c) if ?/i, y2, • • •, Vn are words and / is an n-ary operation from F, then f{yi,y2, • ••, 2/n) 
is also a word; 
(d) words are those and only those objects which we get from (a), (b) and (c) in a 
finite number of steps. 
Let C, F and {xi : i e N} be as above. An identity is a pair (u, v) where u and v 
are words in the variables Xi {i e N). The identity (u,v) is usually written as 
u = V. 
Often, we use variables other than Xi (i e N); for example, the identity .XiX2 = XQXI 
will be written as xy = yx. 
We say that an algebra A from C satisfies the identity it = ^ if for every substitution 
of the variables in u and v by elements of A, the resulting elements in A are equal. 
A set of identities {ui = Vi : i e 1} implies a set of identities {u'j = v'j : j 6 .7} if 
every algebra in C satisfying all Ui = Vi also satisfies u'^ = v'^ and two sets of identities 
are equivalent if the converse also holds. 
The class of algebras of a certain fixed type satisfying a given set of identities 
{ui = Vi : i 6 / } is called the variety determined by the set of identities 
{ui = Vi: ie I}. 
The following theorem is due to G. Birkhoff. 
THEOREM 1.2.2[10, Theorem 3.1 Chapter IV]: Let C be a class of algebras, all 
of the same type. Then C is a variety if and only if C is closed under the taking of 
subalgebras, direct products and homomorphic images. 
Let {Ai : i € /} be a family of algebras, all of the same type. Let B be the direct 
product of the family, and let ^ be a subalgebra of B. Then A is called a sub-direct 
product of the family {Ai : i e 1} if the projections from A to the Ai {i e /) are 
surjective 
THEOREM 1.2.3[10, Corollary 2.6 Chapter IV]: Let C be a class of algebras, all 
of the same type. Then C is a variety if and only if C is closed under the taking of 
subdirect products and homomorphic images. 
Let u be any word. The content of u is the (necessarily finite) set of all distinct 
variables appearing in u, and will be denoted by C{u). Further for any variable x of 
u, \x\y, will denote the number of occurrence of the variable x in the word u. 
An identity u{xi,X2,...,Xn) = v{xi,X2,.. .,Xn) is called homotypical if C{u) -
C{v) and heterotypical if C{u) 7^  C(v). 
By a permutation identity in the variables Xj, 0:2, • • •, a;„ (n > 2) we mean an identity 
Xi 3-2 . . . Xfi XjJ Xj2 • . • Xj^ (^  1 j 
where (ii, 12, • • •, in) is a permutation of the sequence (1 ,2 , . . . , n). 
The identities 
(C) comiimtativity, xy = yx, 
{LN) left normality, XiX^x^ = ajiXs^a, 
[RN) right normahty, xiX2X'i = a:22;iX3, 
(iV) normality, X\X2X-iX^ = X1X3X2X4, 
are all permutation identities. 
The identity (1) is said to be nontrivial if the permutation (ii,22, • • • An) of the 
sequence (1 ,2 , . . . , n) is different from the identity permutation. 
DEFINITION 1.2.4(EPIMORPHISMS AND DOMINIONS): Let C be the 
category of all semigroups and let i7 be a subsemigroup of a semigroup S in C. We 
say that U dominates an element d of 5 if for every semigroup T E C and for all 
homomorphisms 0,^ : S —^ T, such that uP = wy for all w G C/ implies dP = d'j. The 
set of all elements dominated by U is called the dominion of C/ in 5 and we denote it by 
Domc(f/, S). It can be easily seen that Domc{U, S) is a subsemigroup of S containing 
U. In what follows,if C the category of all semigroups, Domc{U, S) will be denoted by 
Dom(t/,.5). 
RESULT 1.2.5:[42, Theorem 2.3] Let (7 be a subsemigroup of a semigroup S and let 
d G S. Then d € Dom{U, S) if and only if d E U or there exists a series of factorizations 
of d as follows: 
d = UQVI = XiUxVi = XiU2y2 = X2U3y2 = . . . = XmU2m-iym = XmU2m 
where Tn>l,UieU, Xi,yi e S with UQ = xiUi,U2m-iym = U2m 
XiU2i = Xi+iU2i+i,U2i-iyi = M2i2/i+i, (1 < i < m - I) (2) 
Such a series of factorization is called a zigzag in S over U with value d, length m 
and spine MQ, Wi,..., U2m-
This result is so important for our purposes that we include a full proof, although 
this proof can also be found in the introductory text by Howie [38]. 
The proof in the reverse direction is just a straight forward zigzag manipulation. 
Suppose 2 is a zigzag with value din S over U and that a,0 : S -^ T are two semigroup 
morphisms such that a\U = P\U. Then 
da = (uoyi)Q = {uoa){yia) = (uo/9)(yia) = {(xiWi)/3}yia = {xiP){uiP){yia) 
= Xi0{uia)yia = a;i/3(uiyi)a = xiP{u2y2)a = ... = XmP{u2m-iym)oi 
= XmP{U2mOi) = Xm0{u2mP) = {XmU2m)P = dP 
as required. 
The proof of the converse part is more formidable and is momentarily delayed. To 
give the reader a little more feeling for zigzag manipulation we include the following 
surprising fact. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.6(Howie and Isbell [40]): Let z be a zigzag in S over U with 
value d and spine UQ,UI,. .. ,U2m- Let z' be a zigzag in S over U with the same spine. 
Then the value of z' is also d. 
Two such zigzags are therefore called equivalent. 
PROOF: Suppose z is given by wo2/i = xiUiyi = . . . = XmW2m, while z' by uoy[ = 
x[uiy[ = ... = x'^U2Tni with the appropriate zigzag equalities, as given by Result 1.2.5 
holding.for both. Then we have d — uoyi = x\uiyi — x[u2y2 — 2:2^ 32/2 = X2U4y3 = 
x'zu^yz = ... = x'^U2m-iym = x^ii2m= the value of z\ as required. 
We now prepare for a proof of the zigzag theorem. If M is a set and 5 is a semigroup 
with identity 1, we say that M is a right S-system if there is a mapping (x, s) -> xs 
from M X S into S such that {xs)t = x(st) (x € M, s,t e S) and xl = x (x e M). A 
left 5'-system is defined dually. If S and T are semigroup with identity, we say that M 
is an (5, r)-bisystem if it is left S-system, a right T-system and if for all s e 5, t G T 
and X € M, {sx)t = s{xt). 
If M is a right 5-system and A'' a left ^-system, let r be the equivalence relation on 
M xN generated by {{{xs,y),{x,sy)): x ^ M, s e S,y e N}. We denote (M x N)/T 
by M ig)5 iV, the tensor product over S of the two 5-systems. The equivalence class 
(x, y)r will be denoted by x (g) y. Note that xs ® y •= x <^ sy {x e M, s e S, y E N). 
Observe that if M is a (T, ^j-bisystem and N is an {S, C/)-bisystem, th(>n M ®s N 
becomes a (T, t/)-bisystem if we define t{x <^y) = tx^y, {x® y)u - x^yu for t G T, 
w e [/, X (g) y e M (8)5 A/". 
If P and Q are right 5-systems, we say that a map a : P -> Q is a right S-system 
morphism if for every x in P and s in 5, {xs)a = {xa)s. Similar definitions apply to 
left 5-systems and {S, T)-bisystems. 
Next, suppose that U is a. subsemigroup of a semigroup S and let 5^ ^^  be the 
semigroup obtained from S by adjoining an identity element 1 whether it has one or 
not, and let t/^ ^^  = UU {1}; then U^^^ is a subsemigroup of S^^\ Clearly we may form 
THEOREM 1.2.7[38, Theorem 2.5 Chapter VII]: If t/ is a subsemigroup of a semi-
group S and if rf G S, then d € Dom(f/, S) if and only li d ® I = I iS) d in A — 
5(1) ®^,u 5(1). 
PROOF: Suppose that d e S and d(S> l - \ ® d m A. The tensor product A is 
(5(1) (g) S''^'')/T, where T is the equivalence relation on 5(1) x 5(1) generated by 
r = {((xw,y), (x,wy)): x ,yG5( i ) , ^/e (y^)}. 
Let P be a semigroup and let /? : 5 —> P, 7 : 5 —^  P be morphisms coinciding 
on U. We can regard P and 7 as morphisms from 5(1) into i?.(i) coinciding on 6'^ (i) by 
defining 1/3 = I7 = 1. Define V : ^d) x 5(1) -^ Pd) 
(x,y)z/; = (x/?)(y7)(:^,?/)e5(i)x5(i) 
It is easily checked that T C ip o x/j"^, since ip o tp~^ is an equivalence relation. 
Hence the map x '• A -^ /?(i) defined by {x 0 y)x = {x0){yj) (x (g) y G /I) is indeed 
well-defined. But now (rf (g) l)x = (1 ig) d)x\ that is d/? = dy and so d G Dom(t/, 5). 
To prove the converse we regard the tensor product ^ as an (5(i),5(i))-bisystem 
by defining 
s(x (g) y) = sx (g) y, (x(g)y)s = x (g) ys (s,x,y € 5(1)). 
Let (^(A), +) be the free abelian group on A. The abelian group Z{A) inherits an 
(5(1), 5(i))-bisystem structure from A if we define 
s{Eziai) = 'Ezi{Sai), (Eziai)s — 'Ezi{ais) 
for all s G 5(1) and Ezitti G Z(A). Observe that for any x,y e Z{A) and s G 5(i) we 
have 
s(x-l-y) ='sx + sy, {s + y)s = xs + ys. (3) 
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Next, we define a binary operation on 5^ ^^  x Z{A) by 
(p,x)(q,y) = {pq, py + xq). (4) 
Using the statements labelled (3) and (4), one verifies that this operation makes 
S^^^ X Z{A) a semigroup with identity (1,0). 
We now consider two homomorphisms (3 and 7 from 5^ ^^  into S^^^ x Z{A) and show 
that p\U = 7|(7. We define 0 hy sl3 = (5,0) (s G 5('^). Clearly /? is a morphism. We 
define 7 by 57 = (s, s(l ® 1) - (1 (8) l)s) (s G 5^^ )^. To show that 7 is a morphism, 
we denote 1 (8) 1 by a and, using the statements (3) and (4) we verify that (5, sa -
as){t, ta - at) = {st, s{ta - at) + (sa - as)t) = (st, {st)a - a(st)). 
UueU^^\ then 
u(l(8)l) = u<Sil = lu<S)l = l<^ul = (l(8)l)u 
and so uP = u-y. Removing identities gives two morphisms P and 7 from S into 
5'^^ (g) Z{A) such that uP = wy for all u'mU. If d e Dom(6'', S) we must therefore 
have that dP = ^7, that \sd®\ = l®ds& required. 
We may now complete the proof of the zigzag theorem. Take any d G Dom(6'^ , S). 
By Theorem 1.2.7 we have that rf® 1 = 1 (g)rf in the tensor product A = S^^^ (giyd) S^^l 
Hence the pair (1, c?) and (d, 1) are connected by a finite sequence of steps of the form 
{xu,y) ^ (x,uy) (5) 
or of the form 
{x,uy) ^ {xu,y). (6) 
If we have two successive steps 
{xu,y)-^ {x,uy) = {zv,uy)-^ {z,vuy) 
of the first type we may achieve the same effect with a single step of this type: 
{xu,y) = {zvu,y)-^ {z,vuy). 
A similar remark applies to the other case. Consequently we may assume that steps 
of the two types occur alternately in the sequence connecting (1, d) to (d, 1). 
The first and last steps must have the form 
(l,ri) = {l,uy)^{u,y) and ( .T ,U)-^ (xu, 1) = (d, 1) 
respectively. 
Hence the statement that d^l = I0dis equivalent to the statement that (1,rf) is 
connected to (d, 1) by a sequence of steps as follows: 
(i,d) = (i,uoyi)-> (wo,yi) 
= (xiui^yi) ^ {xi,uiyi) 
= {xuU2,y2) ^ {xiU2,y2) 
= {xiU2i-i,yi)-^ {xi,U2i-iyi) 
= (xiU2i,yi+i)-^ {xi,U2iyi+i) 
where uo,...,U2m e if^^^ xi,...,Xm, yi,-• • ,ym e S^'^\ and where d = uoyi, 
UO = XiUi, U2i-iyi = U2iyi+u XiU2i = Xi+iU2i+\ (i = 1 ,2 , . . . , m - 1) , U2m-l2/m = 
U2m,XmU2m — "• 
Without loss we may assume that u, G U, since a transition of type (5) or (6) with 
u = 1 may be deleted. If any x, = 1, let x^ be the last x, that is equal to 1. Thus we 
have a subsequence of the sequence above as follows: 
(l,d) -4 . . . ^ (l,U2fcyfc+i) (but ending in (l,W2Tn) if A; = m). 
Note that if (p, q) and (r, s) are connected by steps of the form (5) and (6) then 
pq = rs. In the present instance this gives d — U2ky2k+i (or d = U2m)', hence this 
subsequence merely connects (l,d) to (l,d) and so may be deleted. What remains is 
a sequence in which no Xj is 1. 
A dual argunu.'ut now ensures that wo may construct a seciueuce from (1, (/) to {d, 1) 
so that no yi is 1. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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R E M A R K 1: The above zigzag theorem is also valid in the category of all commu-
tative semigroups (Howie and Isbell [40]). 
RESULT 1.2.8(46, Result 4]: Let U and S be any semigroups with U a subsemigroup 
of S and Dom((/, S) = S. Then for any d € S\U and any positive integer k, there exist 
ai, 02 , . . . , Ofe e U and dk G S\U such that d - a\a2 ... akdk- In particular d e S'^ for 
each positive integer fc. 
P R O O F : Since d e S\U and Dom{U,S) = 5, by Result 1.2.5, there exist a^ G U, 
rfi € 5\ t / such that d = ajdi. Applying again Result L2.5, but this time to di, we 
get d = 0x02^2 for some 02 G t/ and ^2 € S\U. Continuing this process gives us the 
required result. 
RESULT 1.2.9[46, Result 3]: Let U and S be any semigroups with U a subsemigroup 
of S. Take any d 6 S\U such that d e Dom{U,S). Let (1.2) be a zigzag of shortest 
possible length m over U with value d. Then tj,yj e 5\i7 for j = 1,2,..., m. 
P R O O F : Since d e S\U, obviously 1^ G S\U. So let us suppose to the contrary that 
tk EU for some /c G ( 2 , 3 , . . . , m). 
Then 
d = aoti, ao = yiUi 
yiO'2i = yi+ia2i+i, a2i-iti = a2iti+i {i = l,2,...,k-2) 
a2fc-3^fc-l = 0L2k-2tk € U, yk-\(a2k-2tk) = d 
is a zigzag of length fc — 1 < m, a contradiction as required. 
In the following result as another application of the zigzag theorem, we show that 
Dominion of a commutative semigroup is commutative, the result due to Isbell [42]. 
An elegant proof of the corresponding fact for the rings using the zigzag theorem for 
rings can be found in Bulazewska and Krempa [5]. 
RESULT 1.2.10[42, Corollary 2.5]: If t/ is a commutative subsemigroup of any semi-
group S, then Dom{U, S) is also commutative. 
P R O O F : Let d G Dom(;7, S) and let z be a zigzag with value d. Let u e U. Then 
ud = uuoyi = UQuyx — xiUiuyi = Xiuuiyi 
XiUU2y2 = . . . = XmU2m-\Uym = XmUU2m-iym = XmUU2m = du. 
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Hence every element of U commutes with every element of Dom([/, 5). It remains 
to show that if ri and d' are members of Dom(/7, S) then dd' = dfd. Once again take tli(> 
zigzag z for d. Since d' commutes with all members of the spine of 2, the manipulation 
above can now be repeated to yield the conclusion that Dom([/, 5) is connnutative. 
A morphism a : A -^ B from A to D in the category C of all semigroui)s is called an 
epimorphism (epi for short) if for all c G C and for all morphism /3,7 : 5 —^  C, a/? = 07 
imphes /? = 7. The following facts can be easily proved. A morphism a : 5 —)• T is 
epi if and only if the inclusion mapping i : Sa -^ T is epi, and an inclusion mapping 
i : 17 ->• S is epi if and only if Dom((7, S) = S. 
In such a case we say that U is epimorphically embedded in S or S is an epimorphic 
extension oiU. It is easy to see that every onto morphism is an epimorphism, but the 
converse is not true in general in the category of all semigroups. 
An example of a semigroup epimorphism (epi for short) which is not onto appears 
in Drbohlav [11]. Take the embedding i of the real interval (0,1] into (0,oo), where 
both are considerc^d as nmltiplicative semigroups. To see that i : (0,1] -> (0,00) is epi, 
take any pair of homomorphisms a, p from (0,00) such that ia — iP; that is a and P 
agree on (0,1]. We shall show that for any x > I, xa — xP hy employing a "zigzag" 
argument. Let i > 1. Then 
[(x)a-(l/x)a](x)p = {l)a-ix)P 
= {l)P-(x)p 
= {x)P. 
Equally through, since 1/x < 1, 
[{x)a-{l/x)a]{x)p = ix)al{l/x)a-{x)P] 
= {x)a[{l/x)p-(x)p] 
= (.x)a •(!)/? 
= (.?;)« • ( l ) a 
= {x)a. 
Therefore a = P and i is epi. 
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The embedding of an infinite cyclic semigroup into an infinite cyclic group, and 
the embedding (under multiplication) of the natural numbers into the positive rational 
numbers are other examples of epimorphisms which are not onto. More generally Hall 
[39], has noted that if t/ is a full subsemigroup (containing all idempotents of S) of an 
inverse semigroup S, which generates 5 as an inverse semigroup, then the embedding 
oi U m S is an opimorphism. This observation unifies all the above examples and 
shows that they are essentially the one and same. The paucity of examples other than 
of this kind was one of the main difficulties encountered in this work. 
Whether or not epis are onto depends on the category under consideration. They are 
onto, in the categories of sets, abelian groups, groups and regular rings for instance. 
The proofs are respectively trivial, easy and hard (Burgess [4]). In other categories 
the converse is false, although a simple alternative description is sometime available, 
notably for the categories of fields and torsion free abelian groups (Burgess 
In general epimorphisms are not onto in the categories of rings and the semigroups: 
here epimorphisms can be characterized in terms of so called "zigzag", a special se-
quence of factorizations of the elements in the epimorphic image. In this dissertation 
we shall work in the category of semigroups. For further references on the relevant 
topics, one could see [1-3, 8, 9, 12-20, 22-27, 29, 32, 37, 41, 50-72]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
NECESSARY CONDITION FOR A SEMIGROUP 
VARIETY TO BE SATURATED AND 
EPIMOPHICALLY CLOSED 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
A semigroup U is said to be absolutely elosod if Doni(f/, 5) = U and saturated 
if Dom((/, 5) ^ S for every properly containing scnnigroup S. A variety of senngroups 
will be called absolutely closed if every member of V is absolutely closed and satu-
rated if every member of V is saturated. Further a variety V of semigroups is called 
epimorphically closed or closed under ej^ is if whenever Dom {U,S) = 5 for an>-
semigroup [/ £ 1/ implies S E V. Clearly all absolutely closed and saturatcnl varietic^s 
are epimorphically closed. Absolutely closed and saturated varieties have been studied 
in [33], [43] and [45] 
We, then, by constructing examples of semigroups, give necessary conditions for 
any semigroup variety to be saturated and to be epimori^hically closed. The results of 
this chapter are essentially due to P.M Higgins [33]. 
2.2. NECESSARY CONDITION FOR A SEMIGROUP VARIETY TO BE 
SATURATED 
In this section we give a necessary condition for a semigroup to be saturated, by 
constructing an example of a semigroup. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.1: Let V be the variety of commutative semigroups defined by the 
identity x'^y = .x^  ( note that this identity is equivalent to x^ = 0). We construct a 
semigroup S in V which ha,s a proper subsemigroup U such that Dom(f/, S) = S. 
By, Howic! and Isi)ell ([40], Theorem 2.2), any such semigroup U can not satisfy th(> 
minimum condition on principle ideals and so in particular can not be finite. 
Let F be the free commutative semigroup in the variety V on the countably infinite 
set X ={.xi, .X2, } of generators. It may be thought of F as consisting of finite subsets 
of X together with the additional symbol 0 with multiplication defined by 
AUB ;ifAnB 
AD \ 
0 ; otherwise 
Let S — F/p, where p is the congruence generated by the relation po on F which 
consists of the pairs 
for ah r? = 1,2,3, Next let U be the snbseniigronp of 5 generated by 
U {{•'r3n-2, S 3 n - l } , {•T.^n-l}, {-I^S,,-!, .XSn,}} 
n=l 
Then it is shown that Domc(t^, S) = 5, where C is the variety of all commutative 
semigroups. 
To verify this it suffices to show that {a;,,} G Domc{U, S) for all generators {xi} 
of S. The generators {.Tan-j}, n = 1,2,3,... are members of U and so are certainly 
in its dominion. A generator indexed by 3n, for n — 1,2,3,..., has a zigzag in S over U : 
{^.3n} = {{Xen + l, XGn+2}){X6n+3} 
= {xe,„^i}({Xen+2}){x6n+3} 
= {x6i, + l}{{x67i+2, XQn+s}) 
where the bracketed terms form the spine of the zigzag. A similar zigzag exists for 
any generator indexed by some X3„_2. 
The author (P.M. Higgins) establishes that U is not saturated by proving that 
U ^ S. This is done by showing that [xi] ^ U. This is proved by analysing the form 
of members of Fp-related to {xi} and, then, noting that no product of elements from 
U has this form. 
An elementary po transition of the form A{xzn-2} B -> A{xen-2,X6n-i,X6n}B or 
A {x3n}B -^ A{x(;n+i,X6n+2,X6n+3}B wlicrc A, B E F^ is kuowu as an upward transi-
tion based on {2;3„_2} or {x^n} respectively while their reversals are called downward 
transitions based on {x3n-2} or {x3„} as the case may be. 
LEMMA 2.2.2: Let Yp{x^}, Y ^ {x^} and let / : {xi} -^ -> K be a sequence 
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of elementary transitions from {xi} to Y. Then there exists a sequence 
J : {xi} —>• —> Y consisting of upward transitions. 
PROOF: Suppose that in / , there is an upward transition followed by a downward 
transition. There are four cases : 
(i) WiX3n-2W2 - ^ WiXQn-2X6n-lX6nW2 = W3X6rn-2X6m-lXemWi ~^ W3X3m-2W'i; 
(ii) WiX3n-2W2 "> WiXQn-2X6n-lX6nW2 = W3Xem+\Xem+2X6m+3U}4 " ^ WsX^mWi, 
(iii) WiX3nU)2 - > lOlXen+lX6n+2Xen+3'W2 = W3X6rn+lX6m+2Xem+3W4 ^ WsTsmW^] 
( iv) WiX3nW2 - > WiXQn+lX6n+2X6n+3W2 = W3X6rn-2X6m-lX6m'W4 - ^ W3X3m-2W4-
In all cases the two transitions either cancel (e.g. in case (i) if m = n) or can be 
performed in the opposite order without changing the net effect. Applying this argu-
ment repeatedly to / , we obtain a sequence J in which either there are no downward 
transitions or all downward transitions are at the beginning. Since / begins with {xi}, 
this latter alternative is impossible. 
Hence the lemma, is proved. 
LEMMA 2.2.3: Let Yp{xi}, Y ^ {xi} and let .{xi} -4 ... ^ y be a sequence con-
sisting of upward transitions from {xi} to Y. Then the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) If one of X(^n-2, xr,n-i, X6n[xcm+i, •'?'fm+2, •'/-fin+.'il IS a meml^cr of Y, then / contains 
a transition l)a.s('(l on .T:i„-2[-'-.'i7i] and xn,,.^ ^ Y[x:i,i ^  Y], 
(ii) An upward transition based on X3n-2[x3n] occurs at most once in I for each n=l,2,3,-•• 
(iii) Y^O. 
PROOF: We proceed by induction on j / j , the number of transitions in /. If | / | = 
1, then / is given by / : {xi} -> {3:4, X5, XQ} and the above three conditions are 
then evidently satisfied. Next suppose that | / | > 1 and / is given by the sequence 
/ : {.Ti} —^  ... -4 V —> y and call the sequence of upward transitions {xi} —>• ... -> Y' 
by the name J. W(! take a.s our inductive assumption that the three conditions hold for 
Y' and J. 
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We consider the transition Y' -^ Y which we suppose is based on some .T3„ (the 
X3n-2 case being similar ), so F ' -> K has the form p{.X3„}q ^ p{x^n+\, x^n+'i^^iSv^?,}^ 
for some n > 1 p, g G F ^ If condition (i) were voilated, then this would imply that 
either xzn € y or that Y contains some generator Xi introduced by transitions based 
on X6n+i or XQn+z ( note there are no transition based on .X6n+2)- This first case does 
not arise as K' —> F is based on Xzn- If the second case arises, this would imply that 
a transition based on Xf^n+i or X6n+3 preceded Y' —> Y. This in turn implies that an 
upward transition based on x^n preceded Y' -^ Y which like wise implies that two 
upward transitions introducing x^n occurred in J, which are necessarily both based 
on the same generator, contradicting condition (ii)for J. Therefore condition (i) is 
satisfied by Y. Similarly to show (ii), we suppose to the contrary that a transition 
based on ,X3„ has occurred previously in J. This implies that J contains at least two 
upward transitions which introduce X3„, again contradicting condition (ii) for J. It is 
immediate that Y ^ {) as from condition (i) it follows that each of the letters .r6„+i, 
X6n+2> 3;6n+3 are not members of Y'. This completes the proof. 
we can now show that {xi} ^ U. Let A e F he o. product of members of the 
oo 
set U {2^ 3n-2 ,-X3u-i} ,{x3n-i} , {•Tsn-i ,.'E3n-2}- If >1 = 0, then (v4, {xi}) ^ p by 
n=l 
Lemma 2.4. If A ^ 0, then for all n = 1,2, • • • at least one of the sets {x3„_2 , X3n-i} 
or {.X3„_i ,.X3„} is not contained in A. However, from Lemma 2.3, it follows that 
if Yp{x\}, then {x3„_2 ,X3„_i ,X3„} C Y for some n = 1,2,---, (consider the final 
transition in any sequence of upward transitions I : {xj} —> • • • —>• Y.) Therefore 
{A,{xi}) i p. It follows that {xi} ^ U. 
We now find the variety of commutative semigroups generated by U. By a "non-
trivial" identity w(! nuuin an identity not impli(Kl by the conduction of the cussociativc^  
and commutative laws. 
LEMMA 2.2.4: The semigroup U satisfies a non-trivial identity A: if and only if each 
side of k has a variable which appears at least twice. 
PROOF: If k is an identity in which both sides contain a repeated variable, then 
substituting any member of U for the variable of k which occurs at least twice gives 
the statement 0 = 0. Hence U satisfies k. 
Conversely, observe that the subsemigroup of f/ generated by {{X2}, {xs},.., {.X3i_i}, • • • } 
is a copy of F because no PQ- transition is possible from any non-zero product of these 
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generators. Now suppose from any non-zero product of these generators. Now suppose 
k is any identity in m distinct variabkis for wliicli exactly one side contains no repeated 
variable. Then sul)stituting each of the variables of k with the letters .X2, X5, • • • x:>,rn-i 
we derive the false statement that the some subset of {x2, .X5, • • • xsn-i} = 0. Hence 
U does not satisfy k. Finally suppose A; is a non trivial identity for which each side has 
no repeated variable. Then k has the form 
X1X2 • • • Xnyiy2 • • • Vm = XiX2---XnZlZ2---Zk 
where m,n> 0, k> 1. Then k implies the identity k' 
X\X2---Xny\y2---ym. = XxX2---XnZiZ2-- • zl 
and by above, U does not satisfy/c' and so U does not satisfy k. 
Now the following theorem gives a necessary condition for a semigroup variety to be 
saturated. 
T H E O R E M 2.2.5: L(!t V be a variety not ecjual to the varic t^y of all semigroui)s. 
The variety V is saturated only if (5) every presentation of V contains an identity, 
not a permutation identity, for which at least one side contains no repeated variable. 
Condition (5") is equivalent to the condition that V admits a homotypical identity of 
the form 
XiX2---Xn = f{X\,X2,- •• ,Xn) With |x/|/ > 1 
or some x .^ 
P R O O F : The semigroup U of Example 2.2.1 satisfies every identity for which both 
sides contain repeated variables. If V is saturated, then U ^V, and so each presenta-
tion of V must include an identity, not a permutation identity, for which at least one 
side contains no rc^peated variable, that is V must satisfies condition (5). 
To show the equivalence of condition {S) and the given condition we take V to be 
a variety admitting an identity (p : XiX2---Xn = f{xi,X2,-" i^m), not a permu-
tation identity, for which at least one side contains no repeated variable. Replace^ 
each variable on the right which does not occur on the left by xi, to get the identity 
4>' : X1X2 • • • x„ = / ' (xi , X2, • • • , x„). Next suppose x, is a variable which occurs on the 
left of the (p', but not on the right. It follows that the value of X1X2 • • • x„ is independent 
of the value assigned to Xi, 
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so we get, on repricing Xi by XjXi+i • • • .x„,.Xi in 0' 
X1X2 •••Xi--- .T„ = .X1X2 • • • {XiXi+i - • • XnXi)Xi+i • • • Xn 
= f ( X i , X2, • • • , Xn)XiXi+i • • • Xn-
Therefore </> implies the identity xi.x-2 • • • .x„ = /'(.xi, .X2, • • • , .?;„).Xj.7:,+1 • • • x„, and 
repeating this procedure for each such Xi eventually yields a homotopical identity of 
the required type. 
Conversely take any variety V admitting a homotypical identity of the form Xi,r2 • • • 
Xn = /(xi,.X2,--' ,^n) with \xi\f > 1 for some i. By Lemma 2.2.4 we have 
that U ^V, whence it follows again from Lemma 2.2.5, that every presentation for V 
must contain an identity of the required type. 
2.3. NECESSARY CONDITION FOR EPIMORPHICALLY CLOSED VA-
RIETIES 
In this section we find a necessary condition for a semigroup variety to be epi-
moriphically closed by constructing an example of a semigroup satisfying all identities 
of which both sides contain repeated variables and, then, showing that its epimorphic 
extension does not satisfy them. 
Let u be any word. The content of u is the ( necessarily finite ) set of all distinct 
variables appearing in u, and will be denoted by C{u). Further for any variable x of u, 
\x\u will denote the number of occurrences of the variable x in the word u. 
An identity u{xi,X2, ,a;„) = ti(a;i,a;2, ,x„) is called homotypical if C('u) = C{v) 
and heterotypical otherwise. 
Clearly, saturated and absolutely closed varieties are epimorphically closed. Saturated 
and absolutely clo.sed varieties have been studied in [21], [34], [35], [36], [39], [46], [47] 
and [48]. 
We may state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.3.1: Let F be a variety of semigroups not equal to the variety of all 
semigroups. Then 
(i) The variety V is epimorphically closed only if 
(E) Every presentation of V contains a nontrivial identity for which one side contains 
no repeated variable. 
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Condition (E) is equivalent to the condition that V admits a nontrivial homotypical 
identity of the form 
.Xl,7;2.....X„ = f{xiX2....Xn). 
PROOF: (i) To prove this we construct an example of a semigroup S which satisfies 
no non-trivial identity which is dominated by a subsemigroup U, which satisfies an 
identity (p if and only if both sides of 4> contain a repeated variable. 
EXAMPLE 2.3.2[34]: We construct a semigroup S, which satisfies no nontrivial 
identity, and which is dominated by a subsemigroup U, which satisfies an identity 0 if 
and only if both sides of (f) contains a repeated variable. 
Let F be the free semigroup on the countably infinite set of generators 
{zi,X2, ...,ai,02, •••,yi,y2, •••}• Let .4 be the subsemigroup of F generated by {ai,a2 }• 
Let po be the relation on F consisting of the pairs (wv,w) and (vw,w) for all words v 
of A, and all words v/ of A containing a repeated letter, together with pairs defined by 
the zigzags: 
Xn = aen-2y2n = a^ an^ en-12/271+1 = X2nO'6n for all n =1,2,.... and 
y„ = ae,n+iy2n+i = X2n+iaen+2y2n+i = X2n+ia6n+3 for all u =1,2,.... that is 
{Xn,aen-2y2n),{(^6n~2,X2na6n-l),{(^en-iy2n,Ci6n) for a l l U = 0 ,1 ,2 . . . 
{yn,0,Qn+\y2n+\),{(^&n+l,X2n-\-lO'6n+2),{0'Qn+2y2n+\,0'Qn+z) ^01 a l l U = 0 ,1 ,2 . . . . 
We note that yo is a symbol denoting Oiyi and is not a generator of F. Let p be 
the congruence generated by po and put S = F/p and U = Ap. By construction 
Dom(U, S) — S, and note that all words of A with a repeated letter are in the same 
p-class which forms the O of U. We next show that U ^ S hy showing that YoP ^ U. 
First wo introduce some convenient definitions. For an arl)itrary (^knnontary /)„ -
transition puq -^ pvq with p,q G F \ we call u the base and v the replacement of the 
transition. Elementary transitions of the type pwvq —>• pwq or pvwq —> pwq, where 
p,q G F ' ;uid ihv'n r(^v(n'sals , will Ix^  known as -/(no transitions. By a t'ovward transi-
tion, we shall mean one of the type 
paen-2Q ->• P2;2n«677,-l9,pa6„-l2/2n9 -^ PaGn,pa6n+iq - > PX2n+ia6n+2CIOrpaen+2y2n+lQ -^ 
paen+3q while the corresponding reversals shall be known as backward transitions. 
Transitions of the type pXnq —> pci%n~2y2n(l ^^ nd pynQ —>• P< 6^n+i?/2n+ig shall be called 
upward transitions and their reversals shall be called downward transitions. Collec-
tively, upward and forward transitions shall be called positive transitions while the 
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backward and downward transitions shall be called negative transitions. A sequence of 
elementary transitions / shall be called positive if it consists entirely of positive tran-
sitions . A set of the form {03,1-2,^ ^371-1,13,1-2, } , ^ = 1,2... shall be called companion 
set and each member of the set is a companion of the other two. The companion sets 
correspond to the spines of the above zigzags. Suppose V is an epimorphically closed 
variety which has a presentation / , and further suppose that for each nontrivial member 
of / , both sides contain a repeated variable. Then by example U E V, whence S E V, 
whence V is the variety of all semigroups. We may then establish the equivalence of 
condition (E). 
LEMMA 2.3.3: Suppose wpaiyi and / : Ciyi —)• w^ ^- w he a, shortest possible 
sequence of elementary po- transitions from aij/i to w. Then the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) w contains no repeated letter; 
(ii) w does not contain any two members from any one companion set; 
(iii) / is positive ; 
(iv) no two transitions of / have the same base and any base of a transition in / does 
not occur in w; 
(v) there is a factorization v) = wiW2Wz of w in F^ such that 
(a) W2 = Xm or W2 = a3m-2ym, for some m > 1, 
(b) if W2 = Xm for m > 1, then u;3 / 1, 
(c) W3 is a product of words a^n, n = 1,2,3, , and asn^iVn, n = 1,2,3....; 
(vi) \,\\v.i(\ is a facte)ri'/f>,ti()us v) = v\V2V:i oi' w in F ' suc'li tlial 
(a) V2 = Vm or ?,'2 = Xr,xazm, for some m > 1, 
(b) if V2 = Vm for some m > 1, then v^ ^ 1, 
(c) vi is a product of words a3„_2, n = 1,2,3.... and Xna^n-\, n = 1,2,3, 
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R E M A R K 1: It follows at once from either conditions (v) or (vi) that C{w) % 
A and so yo ^ U as required. 
P R O O F OF T H E LEMMA: We proceed by induction on |/|, the number of tran-
sitions in / . If | / | = 0, then conditions (i) to (vi) are evidently satisfied. Consider 
an arbitrary shortest sequence / and suppose the lemma holds for the initial subse-
quence J : aij/i -^ w' oil with w[,W2, w'^, and v[,V2, v'^, being subwords of w' satisfying 
conditions (v) and (vi) respectively. 
We shall consider the transition w' -^ w which is either (1) a zero transition, (2) 
an upward transition based on some a;„ or y„, (3a) a forward transition based on a3„_2 
for some n > 1 or (3b) a forward transition based on asn-iVn for some n > 1 or (4) a 
negative transition. 
We shall show that cases (1) and (4) do not arise while in cases (2),(3a) and (3b), the 
conditions (i) to (vi) of the lemma continue to hold. 
By conditions (i) applied to w', the transition v/ —>• w can not be a zero transition, 
thereby ehminating case(l). 
Next consider case (2) and suppose w' -> iu has the form p.T„q —>• paQn-2y2n(l{ the case 
where w' -^ to is based on some y„ is similar). 
By condition (vi), no transition based on .x„ has occurred in J and since x„ is the 
base of the unique positive transition which introduces either of the lett(!rs acm-2 or 
j/2?( it follows that w has no repeated letters, that is, w satisfies condition (i). Since 
the unique i)ositivc transition which iutro(hices uan-i i« Ixiscd on «(;,i-2, it follows th;i,t 
afi„_],afj7i ^ C(n!) and so condition (ii) is sa,tisfi(>(l by w, and of course* tluit condition 
(iii) is satisfied is clear, while condition (iv) follows from the facts that thc^  letttns 
a6n-i2/2n havc not appeared in J and w' has no repeated letters, so that x^ ^ C{rv). 
For condition (v) we note that if w'2 is in q, then we may take w., ~ ?<;•, i = 2,3; 
otherwise w[ = p, w'2 = Xn, and w'^ = q whence we can take Wi = w[, W2 = (i6n-2y2n 
and W3 — 103. To prove condition(vi), we note that v'2 can serve as V2 if v'2 occurs in p, 
otherwise v^ occurs in x^q, whence we may put V\ = pa6„-2g, ^2 = y2n and vz = <?• 
Next we consider case (3a) where w' -^ w has the form pa3n-2Q -^ pXna^n-iQ 
for some n > 1. Since a3n-2 and azn-i are companions, it follows that asn-i is not 
a repeated letter by condition (ii). If Xn were repeated, then since J has no negative 
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transitions, this would imply that a forward transition based on a3„_2 occurred in J, 
which contradicts condition (iv), as a3„,_2 appears in w'. Hence w satisfies condition 
(i). Conditions (ii) and (iii) are clearly satisfied. The condition (ii) also follows from 
the fact that 03^-2 and a^n-i are companions. Condition (iv) applied to w' shows that 
no transition based on a3„_2 occurred in J, which implies condition (iv) holds for /. To 
show condition (v) holds, we note that if vi'^ occurs in (], then »4 <•''•" •'^ <'t'V(^  as ir-, in 
w while W2 can not occur in p. The remaining case is where pa:in-2(l ~ P«3„_2?A,(7' 
where y„q' = q and w'.2 = a3„_2y,». We take wi = p, xv2 = Xn and ?/;3 = a;^n^\q. As for 
condition (vi), V2 must occur either in p or q and in either case we may take V2 = f^ -
In case (3b), w' -^ w has the form pa^n-iUnQ —> po-suQ- conditions (i)to (iv) then follow 
in the same way as for case (3a), while for condition (v), w'2 occurs in either p or q 
and can serve as W2 in w. As for condition (vi), we note that v'2 occurs either in p, in 
which case it may serve as V2 or pazn-xVnQ — p'^nd^ti-iynQ where p = p'x,, with 
v[ = pa^n-i ,^2 ~ Vn a^d U3 = g whence we may take vi = p' ,V2 — Xna^n and 
W.3 = q 
Finally, we consider case (4) where we suppose u;' —> K; is a negative transition of 
the form puq —)• pvq. In this case a positive transition of the form p'uq' -> p'vq' for 
soiwep',q' £ F^ has occurred in J, and by condition (iv) this is the unique transition of 
J based on v. Hence no word of J preceding p'uq' contains u. Observe that J contains 
no transition based on a subword of u, as this would contradict condition (iv) since u 
occurs in w'. This allows us to construct a new sequence, / ' : a\yi —> .... —> p'vq' —> 
.... —>• w, whose transitions are based on the corresponding transitions of ,7, but with 
the transition p'vq' -> p'uq' deleted. In detail,/' is identical to J up to and including 
the appearance of the word p'vq', and the words in / ' appearing after p'uq' correspond 
to the words of J appearing after p'uq', except that in the words of / ' the subword v 
appears instead of u. However |/ ' | = | / | - 2, contradicting our choice of / and so we 
conclude case (4) does not arise, thus completing the proof. 
LEMMA 2.3.4: The semigroup U satisfies an identity 4> if and only if both sides of 
0 contain a repeated variable. 
PROOF: An identity cj) in which both sides contain a repeated variable is satisfied by 
U, as both sides become 0 upon substitution of the variable of 0 with any members of 
U. 
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Conversely, the relative free semigroup of U, generated by {a2,a5, ,(137,-1} is a, 
relatively free semigroup on countably infinitely many generators satisfying all identities 
for which both sides contain a repeated variable, for if w is a product of this set without 
repeats, there are no nontrivial po-transitions from w. This completes the proof. 
Since U is properly epimorphically embedded in 5, it follows that no variety containing 
U is saturated. This observation together with Lemma 2.5 implies that any variety 
V which only admits nontrivial identities for which both sides contain a repeated 
variable contains U, and so is not saturated. We shall show that any such variety 
V is not epimorphically closed (unless it is the variety of all semigroups) by showing 
that S generates the variety of all semigroups. We prove this by showing that the 
semigroup 5^ of S generated by 7/0 and 022/0 is a free semigroup on two generators, and 
so contains a free semigroup on countably infinitely many generators ([13], Theorem 
1) which satisfies no nontrivial identity. 
LEMMA 2.3.5: Let w be a word of F , u be an arbitrary product of a2?/o and ?/o 
which may be write as 
where m(l) > 0 , m{i) > 1 for all 1 < i < k,n{i) > 1 for all 1 < i < fc,n(l) > 0. Then 
wpu if and only if there is a factorization w — riSir2S2 r^Sk such that 
(a) for all 1 < 2 < /c, each r^  admits a factorization 
Ti = QaPi.a^Vi; f i , ,^^, , ; .) , 
where each VijPVo and 
(b)for all 1 < i < A;, each Sj admits a factorization 
where each Qi^fryo 
REMARK 2: The statement of the lenuna says that wpu if and only if to has the 
same form as that given for u, with each instance of t/o replaced by some word p-related 
to yo-
PROOF: The if part of the statement is immediate. To prove the converse, let/ : 
u -^ w' —>• w be a sequence of elementary transitions from u to w, and we assume 
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inductively that w' can be factorised in the manner of the statement of the lemma, we 
establish the lemma by showing that the base of the transition ((/ —> w is contained 
in one of the p^" or g^' occuring in this factorization . If this were not the case, the 
base of v/ -> w would be one of the following: 
(1) a word of A containing a repeated letter; 
(2) a2t where t is the first letter of some p; 
(3) ta^ where t is the last letter of some p or 
(4) tit2 where t-[ is the last letter of some Pmik) or q and 2^ is the first letter of the 
following q. 
In general, if vpyo and v=v'a where a is a word in A, then by 2.4(v) we have C{a) C 
{o3„,n = 1,2, } and dually , if v = av' where a is a word of A then by 2.4 (vi) we 
have C{a) C {azn-2, "^ = 1,2, • • • }. These sets are disjoint and a2 is not a member 
of either. Prom this, and the fact that any word p related to j/o has no repeated letter 
(2.4(i)), it follows that w' contains no word of A with a repeated letter, and hence the 
transition w' ^ w is not a zero transition, and therefore case (1) does not arise. For 
case (2) to arise we would have t = yi, but no word p related to yo begins with j/i by 
2.4 (vi) so this is impossible. Similarly, case (3) can not happen, as no word p related 
to yo ends with Xi by 2.4 (v). Lastly, case (4) does not arise as no word p related to 
yo begins with an azn-\ by 2.4 (vi), nor ends with an a^n-i or azn-2 by 2.4 (v). 
LEMMA 2.3.6: The semigroup S satisfies no nontrivial identity. 
PROOF: We show that the subsemigroup S' of S generated by {yo , a2yo} is freely 
generated by this pair. Let u,v ^ S' and suppose upv with u = (a2yo)'"^^^yo 
{(^2yo)"^^''^yo , w = (022/0)*^ ^Vo • • • (<^ 2Z/o)*^ '^ Vo • By Lemma 2.6, u can be factorized 
in the form given for v with the yo's replaced by words p related to yo. However, by 
Lemma 2.4 (iv), if ppyo and yo occurs in p then p = yo, and since (yo ,02) ^ p each 
p and q occuring in this factorization of u contains yo, and so equals yo, which implies 
that u = V, as required. 
CHAPTER 3 
EPIS AND PERMUTATION IDENTITIES 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we extend Result 1.2.5 from commutativity to permutation identi-
ties. In [42], Isbell has shown that commutativity is preserved under epis. We prove 
that all permutation identities are preserved under epis. 
A semigroup S satisfying a non-trivial permutation identity will be called a per-
mutative semigroup while a variety V admitting a non-trivial permutation identity is 
called a permutative variety. An identity u = v is said to be preserved under epis if for 
all semigroups U and S with U a subsemigroup of S and such that Dom(L'^ , S) — S, U 
satisfying u = v implies S satisfies u — v. 
THEOREM 3.1[41, Theorem 2.1]: All permutation identities are preserved under 
epis. 
PROOF: Let 
be any permutation identity with n > 3. Without loss we can assume that (1) is 
nontrivial. Take any semigroup U satisfying (1) and any semigroup S containing U 
properly and such that Dom{U,S) — S. We shall show that S also satisfies (1). 
For k = 1, 2 , . . . , n, consider the word Xi^Xi^ ... Xi^, of length k. We shall prove 
the theorem by induction on the length of these words, assuming that the remaining 
olomonts .1 ;^ ,^ , , . . . ..x-j^  G U. 
First for fc = 1, that is when x^ j € 5 and Xjj,. . . ,.Xi„ € U, we wish to show that 
equation (1) holds. When Xi^ G U, (1) holds trivially; so we assume that Xj, e S\U. 
By Result 1,2.5, we may let (1.2) be a zigzag of shortest possible length m over U with 
value Xii. 
First we introduce some notations: 
W ; i ( . X , j , X i 2 , . . . , X i , J = Xi^Xi,...Xi^ = U i ( x i , . T 2 , . . . , . X n ) 
and 
W2{Xii,Xi2,...,XiJ = XiX2...Xn = U2{Xi, X2, . . . ,Xn) (2) 
CASE (i): ii = 1. Now 
Xi^Xi^ ...Xi„ = yma2mXi2 •••Xi^ (from equations (1.2)) 
— ymWi{a2m,Xi^,---,Xin) 
= ymW2{a2m, Xj^, • • •, 3;J„) (since U satisfies (1)) 
— ym(l2mX2 • • • ^ n 
= X1X2 .. .Xn (from equations (1.2)) 
as required. 
CASE (ii): i <ii < n. Now, putting j = ii, we have 
Xi,Xi2...Xi„ = yma2mXi^ ...Xi^ (from equations (1.2)) 
— y m ^ l (a2TTn Xi2, . . • , Xi„ ) 
= ymW2{a2m,Xi^,...,XiJ (since U satisfies (1)) 
= ymX\X2 • • • Xj-\a2mXj+\ • • • X„ 
= ymXiX2. .-Xj^xOam-iUnZ (froHi (Hpuitions (1.2) 
where z = .TJ+I . . . .T„) 
= y„,XxX2 ... Xj_ia2„,_i/jJ"'J . . . h\]'"^f'^^z 
(by Result 1.2.8, for some b^-'X •••, ^n'^ ^ U 
and t'^ G S\U, since tm e S\U) 
= ymU2iXi,X2,...,Xj_i, a2m-l, feJ^'J, . . . , fti"'^)^^ 
= ymUi{Xi,X2,...,Xj_l, a2m-U bf^\, . . . ,b^^^)t'^Z (3) 
(since U satisfies (1)). 
Now ui{zi,Z2,... ,Zn) begins with Zi^ — Zj, so the product (3) in S contains ymCi2m-\ 
which equals ?/m-ia2m-2 (from equations (1.2)). 
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Thus the product (3) above equals 
ym-lUi{xuX2, ..., Xj_i, 02m-2, bj^V • • , ^ i ' " ^ ) C ^ 
= ym-\U2iXi,X2, ..., Xj-i,a2m-2, ^J+i, • • • , ^ | r ^ ) C 2 
(since U satisfies (1)) 
= ym-iXiX2 ... Xj_ia2m-2&J+1 • • • ^i"'^)C^ (since tm = ^5+1... ^ i r ^ O 
= ym-iXiX2 • • • Xj_ia2m-3^m-i2 (from equations (1.2)) 
= yiXiX2...Xj^iaih^^}^ ...t[z 
(by Result 1.2.8 for some fcj+\,. ..,bii^eU 
and ^'i5\t/, since ij e 5\[/) 
= yi'fX2(Xi, X2, . . . , Xj_i, a i , fej^^, . . . , 6f,^^)tj2 
= l/iUi{xi,X2,...,Xj_i,aubf}i,...,blP)t[z (4) 
(Since [/ satisfies (1)). 
Again as before, product (4) in S contains yia\ which equals UQ (from equations 
(1.2)). Thus the product (4) above equals 
tti(xi, X2,.. . , Xj_i, ao, fej+i,..., blP)t[z 
= U2{xi,X2, • • • ,Xj-i,ao,bj_l^,... ,blp)t[z (since U satisfies (1)) 
= .X1.T2 . . . Xj-i ao^J+i . . . bl^h.'z 
= X1X2 •. .Xj^i aotiz {since ti = bj^^.. .bnt[) 
— X\X2 • •. Xn, (since aoti = Xi^  = Xj, and z = Xj+i... x„) 
which proves the result for A; == 1 in Case (ii). 
CASE (iii): zi = n. Now 
Xji Xj2 • • • Xj^ 
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^ yui"',n-i'h, • • ••'-i„ (IVoiii (;{|ii;i,l,i()iis (1,2)) 
= yni-r-1X2 .. • Xn-ia2n, (siiice U satisfies (1)) 
= ym(hnXxX2 • • • Xn-~ia2m-\tvi (from oquations (1.2)) 
= yvi0.2ni-iXi2 •. -Xijrn (since U Satisfies (1)) 
= ym-\a2m-2Xi2 • • • Xijm (from equatioHS (1.2)) 
= ym-iXiX2 • •. Xn-\a2m-2tm (since U satisfies (1)) 
= yTn-ia;iX2 .. • Xn-ia2m-3^m-i (from equatious (1.2)) 
= yiXiX2...Xn-\aiti 
= yidiXi^.. .Xi^ti (since U satisfies (1)) 
= 00-^ *2 • • • ^in^i (from equations (1.2)) 
= X1X2... ,'r,i_iao^i (since U satisfies (1)) 
= X1X2 .. .Xn (from equations (1.2), since i\ = n) 
as required. 
R E M A R K 1: A proof for Case (iii) could also be obtained from the proof for Case 
(ii) above by making the following conventions: 
(a) the word Xj+i... x„ = 1; 
(b) bf^^ = ... ^ b'a^ ^ I and t'^ = tk ior k = 1,2,...,m; 
(c) the vector 
(xi, X2,.. . , Xj-i, a2k-ubf}^,..., /)|f^ ) 
= {xi,X2,..., Xn-i, a2k-i) for A; = 1,2,..., m 
(d) the vector 
(Xi, X2, . . . , Xj-i, a2k-2, bf^i,- • • , b^n'^)\ 
= (xi,X2, . . . ,Xn-i , a2fc-2) for fc = 1,2,..., m. 
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So assume now that (1) is true for all Xj,, .Xj^,...,Xi^_^ G 5 and all Xj^, a:,^_^,,..., r,,, 
e U. We prove from this assumption that (1) is true for all .x,,,.?;,.,,...,.T;, G 5 and 
for all .Xi^^i,Xi^^2' • • • ^^'in ^ ^- W^ '^^ed not consider the case where Xi^ € U, so we 
assume that Xi^ G S\U. As ccj^  G 5 \ [ / and Dom(L'', 5) = S, by Result 1.2.5, we may 
let (1.2) be a zigzag of shortest possible length m over U with value x,:^ . 
Put j = ig and i = iq^i. 
C A S E (i) . / = j - 1 . Now 
XijXij... i i„ = Xi i i i2 . . . Xi,_i(y^a2m)xi,+i . . . Xi„ (from equations (1.2)) 
= Ij ,Xj2 • • • vXj^_jyrnj^2mXi^^i . . • Xj^ 
= I1X2 . . . Xj^2{^^^iym)a2mXj+i • • • .x„ (by the inductive hypothesis) 
= X1X2 . . . Xj-2^iq-i {ym(l2m)Xj+l . • • X„ 
= X1X2 . . . Xj_2Xj_i,Xj.Xj+i . . . Xn (since x^ ^ = Xj and Xi^_, = .xy_i) 
as required. 
C A S E (i i) . i < j - 1 and j < n. Now 
Xii . . . Xi,_i X i , . . . Xi„ = X i i . . . Xi,_iyma2m • •. Xi„ (from equations (1,2)) 
^ W\\Xi^, Xt2) • • • ) Xi^_j, t/ni, Cl2m) • • • j Xt„ j 
= W2\Xi-^, Xi2, • • • , X j ^ _ j , T/jTM Q'2m) • • • ) Xj^ j 
(by the inductive hyposthesis) 
= W2ixi,,...,Xi^_^,ym,a2m-itm,---,XiJ (from equations (1.2)) 
= X i , X 2 , . . . ,Xi_i(.Xi^_,J/ni)X(+i, . . . ,Xj-i{a2m-lim)z 
(where z — Xj+i... Xn) 
= Xi,X2, . . . ,X/_i(Xi,_,y„)x/+i, . . . ,Xj_ia2m-1^5+1 • •-b^f^t'^.Z 
(by Result 1.2.8 for some b^Jl\,..., fciT^ 6 f/ 
and t'^ € S\U, since tm G S\U 
= U2(Xi,X2, . . . ,Xi_i,Xi,_iyr„,X/+i, . . . , Xj_i, a2m-l, ^J+l, • • . , b^"'^)C2 
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= Ui(Xi,X2, . . . ,Xi-uXi^_^ym,Xi+u . . . ,Xj_l,a2m~l,b^J^\, . . . ,b';!^'>)t'^Z 
(by Uic inductive hypothesis) (5) 
Since Ui{zi,Z2,.. • ,Zn) contains as a subword Zi^_^Zi^, the product (5) in S con-
tains {xi^^^ym)(i2m-\ which equals (x, _,ym-i)o2m-2 (from equations (1.2)). Thus the 
product (5) above equals 
Ui{Xi,. . .,Xi^i,Xi^_^ym-l,Xi+i,.. . , X j _ i , a 2 m - 2 , O j + i , • • • , On )t^Z 
= U2\Xx,.. . ,Xt-i,Xi^_^ym-l,Xt+u • • • ,Xj-ua2m-2,Oj+i, . . • ,0n )t^Z 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
, (m) L ( " ' ) J / 
= Xi , X2, . . . , X/_ 1, Xi^_^ym- uXi+i,...,Xj-.u a2m~2, O^  + i , . . . , 0„ ^„,2 
= Xia;2 • . • Xi-iXi^_^ym-iXi+i . . . X^_ia2m-2^m2 
(since U^ = ^^"'J... blrk'^,) 
= .X1X2... xi-iXi^_,y„i-iXt+i... Xj-ia2m-3tm-iz (from equations (1.2)) 
= X1X2 . . . X(_iXi ,_ j t / iXi+i . . . Xj-iUitiZ 
= X 1 X 2 . . . X i _ i X i , _ i y i X i + i . . . Xj-iaibfl^t[z 
((by Result 1.2.8 for some ftj-^^lj, ...,b'^^ E U, t[ G S\U, since ti G S\U) 
= 1x2(2:1, • • •, x;_i, Xi,_,yi, x,+i , . . . , Xj^i,ai,bf}^,..., b'h^y^z 
= Ui(xi,. . . ,x/_i, Xi,_,yi,Xi+i,... ,Xj_i, ai, bj"'), . . . , fc^^*)ti2 
(by the inductive hypothesis) (6) 
Now as Ui(zi, 22, . . . , Zn) contains 2i,_i2i, as a subword, the product (6) in S contains 
(•^t,_i?/i)«i which equals to Xj JOQ (from equations (1.2)), Thus the product (6) above 
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equals 
= U2{Xi,X2, ..., Xi-i,Xi^_^Xi+i,. . . , Xj - i , ao, 6j+i, . . . , bn)t[z 
(by the induct ive hypothesis) 
= a;iX2 . . . Xi-iXi^_.,xi+i... Xj-ia^bj^^ ...b'n t^z 
= X1X2 . . . x j_ iXi ,_ iXj+i . . . X j _ i a o t i i j + i . . . x„ 
(since z = Xjj^\.. .Xn a n d t\ = 6 ^ ^ i . . . % ^ 1 ) 
= X1X2. •. x„ (since Xi^_^ = x/ and ao^i = Xj^  = x^) 
as required. 
C A S E ( i i i ) . / < j - 1 a n d j = n. Now 
Xi,Xi2 . . . Xj^_j Xi^ . • • Xi^ 
= Xi^Xi^....ri,_, y„ia2m •••Xi^ (from equa t ions (1.2)) 
= XijXj2 • . . {Xi^_.^ ym)0'2Tn • • • Xi„ 
= X1X2 . . . x/_i (xi^_i ym)xi+i... x„_ia2m (by the induct ive hypothesis) 
= X1X2.. . x/_i (xi,_i ym)xi+i... Xn-ia2m-itm (from cqua t ious (1.2)) 
Xjj Xt2 . . . {Xig_i ym)o2m • • • Xijrn (by t h e induct ive hypothes is ) 
= Xj,.Xj2 . . . Xi^_y {ymO'2m-l) • • • Xi^tm 
Xjj XJ2 • •. .''-i,.! {ym-\a2m-2) • • • Xijm (froHi equa t ious (1.2)) 
— XjjXj2 . . . Xi^_j [y711-1(^2171-2J • • • Xi^tm 
= X1X2 •. ..'/-v-i (:/',,,_, y/„,-i).T/+i . . •.':„-1<-'27»-2^-i (by the induct ive hypothc^sis) 
= Xi,r2 . . . X/-.1 (Xi,_, ym-i)xi+i ... .T„_ia2m-3^m-i (from equa t ions (1.2)) 
= X1X2 . . . X/_i (Xi,_i yi)Xi+i . . . Xn-lttiti 
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= Xi^x-i^... (xj,^ _, yi)ai...XiJ-i (by the inductive hypothesis) 
= Xi^Xi^... Xi^_^{yiai)... Xiji 
— XjjXjj.. .Xi^_,ao .. .Xi„ti (from equations (1.2)) 
= X1X2 . . . x/_i Xi,_i Xi+1... x„_iao^i (by the inductive hypothesis) 
= X1X2 . . . Xn (from equations (1.2)), 
since iq = n and i^^i = I as required. 
R E M A R K 2: A proof for the Case (iii) could also be obtained from the proof for 
Case (ii) above by making the following conventions: 
(a) the word Xj+i... Xn = 1; 
(b) hf\ = ... = b^n^ = I QXid t'k = tk iox k = \,2, ••• ,m-
(c) the vector 
(xi,X2,... ,Xi,_, yfc, X/+1,... ,Xj_i, aafe-i.fej+i,... Mn'') 
, = (xi,X2,...,Xj^_jyfc,...,x„_i,a2jt-i) for A; = 1,2,... ,m; 
and 
( , r i , .7:2,. . . , .r,;^_i ? A - i , . X / + 1 , . . . , .Xj_i, a2k-2, bf+i, • • • , bi'^^) 
= (xi,X2,...,Xi,_jyfc_i,...,Xn-i,a2fe-2) for fc = 1,2, . . . , m 
and where yo — I. 
CASE (iv): j + 1< I < n. We have 
Xi,Xj2... Xi„ = Xj,Xi2 • • • ^i.-iVmaimXi^+i • • • Xj^  (from equations (1.2)) 
^ 1 yXj,, Xj2, • • . , Xi^_^ymi Cl2rm •^iq+]) • • • > -^i^ J 
= W2{Xi^, Xj2, • . . , Xi^_, 2/771, 02m) -^t^+i > • • • > ^i„ ) 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= X1X2 . . . Xj_ia27nXj + i . . . Xi^iXi^_^ymXi+i . . .Xn 
= X1X2 • • • Xj^ia2m-ltmXj+l . • • X/_iXi,_j?/rnX(+l . . . X^ 
(from equations (1.2)) 
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— X1X2 . . . Xj-\a2m-l0j^i • . . Oj.,.(;_j_i)t„i-^j+l • • • ^l-i^iq-iUm^l + l • • -^n 
(by Result 1.2.8 for some b'-J^^l..., 6$+J,_^+i) e U and C ^ S\U, 
since i^ G 5\6'^) 
— U2[Xi,X2-, • • . , . r j _ i , a 2 m - l , 0 j + i , • • • ,'>j+^_j_iyl-m^'j+l • • • •'''t,_i ?/m, 3;/ + ] , . . . ,.r„) 
— U\\X\y X2, • • • ,Xj-\i a 2 m - l ) "j+\i • • • ^ '^j + U-j^iy ^m'^j+1 • • • '^i^-iJ/mi 3^ 1 + 11 • • • 1 Xn) 
(by the inductive hypothesis) (7) 
Now since the word Ui{zi,Z2,... ,Zn) contains Zi^_^Zi^ as a subword, the product 
(7) in 5 contains (xi^_iym)a2m-i which equals {xi^_^ym-i)a2m-2 (from equations (1.2)). 
Thus the product (7) above equals 
/ 1 ( m ) k("*) +' ^ 
Ui[Xi,X2, . . . , Xj^i, a2m-2) "j+1) • • • > Oj+(/_j_i)) tm-'^i+l • • • ^l-l^iq-iym-li ^i+i, . . . , Xn) 
= l l2(Xi , X2, . . . , X j _ i , 02m-2 , Oj+i, • • • , 0}+(i_j_i ) , *m^j+ l • • • '^l-X'^iq-yVm-l, Xl+x, . . . , X„j 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
— X1X2 • . . X j _ i a 2 m - 2 0 j + i • • • Oy+(;_y_i)tm-^j+l • • • '^l-l^iq-iVm-l'^l+l • • • Xn) 
— X1X2 . . . Xj-ia2m-2tmXj+l • • • Xi-iXi^_^ym-lXi+i . . . Xn 
(since t^ = bj+l • • • ^j+(i-j-i)C) 
= X1X2... Xj^ia2m-3tm-iXj+i... xi^iXi^_^ym~i X/+1 • •. x„ (from equations (1.2)) 
= X 1 X 2 . . . Xj^iaitiXj+i... xi-iXi^_^yi X / + i . . . x „ 
= X1X2... Xj_iai65!^\ . . . 65+((_j_i)^iXj+i... .X(-iXi,_,yi xj+i. . . Xn 
(by Result 1.2.8 for some bf}^,... ,bfl^^_._^^ G U and t[ e S\U, since ti e S\U) 
= U2(xi,X2,... ,.Tj_i,ai,65!^i,.. .,bf^i^i_._^^,t\xj+i. ..Xi^_,yi,xi+i,... ,x„) 
= U l ( X i , X 2 , . . . , . T j _ i , O i , 6 j ! ^ \ , . . . ,6^ + ( i _ ^ _ i ) , i i X j + i . ..Xi^_,yi,Xi + u . . . ,Xn) 
(by the inductive hypothesis) (8) 
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As Ui{zi,Z2,.. • ,Zn) contains Zi^_^Zi^ as a subword, the product (8) in S contains 
(xi^_iyi)ai which equals Xi^_^ao (from equations (1.2)). Thus the product (8) above 
equals 
Ui[Xi, X2, • • . ,Xj-i, Oo, Oj + ii . • • , Oj+^j_j_jj, t-^Xj+i . . . Xi^_^,Xi^i, . . . , X„) 
= U2{Xi,X2, . • • , Xj-i,ao, Oj-^1, . • • , b^j^^i_^_-^y t^Xj^i . . . Xi^_^,Xi+i, . . . , Xn) 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
_ , (1) , (1) x/ 
— X\X2 • • • Xj-iaoOj_^_^ . . . 0•_^,l_J_•^^t•^Xj+l . . . X;_iXt^_jX;+i . . . X„ 
= X1X2 . • . Xj^iUotiXj+i . . . Xi-iXi^_^Xi+i ...Xn 
— X1X2 .. .Xrx (since Xi^_^ = xi and Xj, — OQ^I = Xj) 
as required. 
CASE (v): j + 1 = I. Now 
Xi^Xi^... Xi„ = Xi^Xi^... Xi^_^a2mXi„ (from equations (1.2)) 
= Xi^Xi2 . . • \Xi^_^ym)(^2m • • • •^in) 
= Xx,X2 . . . a;j-ia2m(-'^i,_i?/m)2;;+l • . • .X„) 
(by the inductive hypothesis; if / = n, the product .T(+I . . . X„ = 1) 
= X\X2 • • . Xj-ia2m-lim[Xig-iym)^l+l • • • Xn 
= X1X2 . . . Xj-\a2m-\V'm^-ic-\ym)'^l+\ • • • ^n 
= Xi^Xi^ . . . [Xi^_^(trjiXi^_iym)(^2m-lXiq+i •••^in) 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= Xi,Xi2... {xi^_2{iniXi^_,ym-\)0'2m-2Xi^+-, • • • XiJ (from equations (1.2)) 
= X1X2 . . . Xj—i(l2m—2\J'm.Xi^_iym— 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= .7:1.7:2 . . . .Xj-ia2m-3(^rn-i.'^i,-,?y»n-i).T/+i • • • Xn (from cquatlons (1.2)) 
= X1X2 . . . Xj_iai(tiXi,_iyi)x/+i. ..Xn 
= .Ti,,r,2... (xi^_2(^i,7:i,_,?/i)aiXj,+, . . . .TiJ(by the inductive hyposthesis) 
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= Xi,Xi2...(xi,_2(tiXi,_,)ooXi,^, . . .XiJ (from equations (1.2)) 
= X1I2 . . . Xj_iao(tiXi^_j)xi+i... x„ (by the inductive hyposthesis) 
= X1X2 . . . Xn (from equations (1.2) and since ig_i — I = j + I) 
as required. 
Finally, a proof in the remaining Case (vi), namely when j + I < I and / = n can 
be obtained from the proof for Case (iv) above by making the following conventions: 
(a) the word xi+i... x„ = 1; 
(b) the vector 
= (Xi, X2, . . . , Xj_i, a2fc_l, 65+\, • • • , C-l> 4^j+l • • • ^n-\^i,-,yk) 
ior k — 1,2,... ,m 
(b) the vector 
(Xi,.7;2, . . .,Xj_i,a2k-2,bf+i, • • • ,fe5+(/_j_i), 4 ^ j + l • . . X/_I.X,;^_,?/A.-1,.T^/+1, • • •,Tn) 
= (Xi, X2, . . . , .Tj_i, a2fc-2, ^5+1, • • • , hl^\,t'f^Xj+i . . . Xn-\Xi^_,yk-\) 
for A; = 1,2,..., m and where yo = 1- This completes the proof of the Theorem 
3.1. 
The following corollary gives a sufficient condition for Dom([/, 5) to satisfy any 
permutation identity that U satisfies and, thus generalizes Result 1.2.10 from commu-
tativity to any permutation identity. 
COROLLARY 3.2 (to the proof of Theorem 3.1): Let U and 5 be any semi-
groups with U a subsemigroup of S. Let U satisfies a permutation identity (1). If for 
all s 6 S\U, s = as' for some a G U and s' G S, then Dom(L'^ , S) also satisfies the 
permutation identity (1) satisfied by U. 
REMARK 3: Theorem 3.1 generalizes Result 1.2.10, which implied that commuta-
tivity is preserved under epis of semigroups. 
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EXAMPLE 3.3[30, Example 8.5]: This shows that the nontrivial permutation iden-
tities other than commutativity are not carried over to dominions. 
Let Fx be the free semigroup on a countable infinite set X = {xj, X2,...}. Let U = 
oo 
(y), the subsemigroup of Fx generated by the set Y, where Y = {j {.T3„+IX3„+2, 2:3„+2, 
2;3n+23;.3n+3}- Put S = Fx Ip and U = Up, where p is the congruence generated by 
the relation po which consists of the pairs (1x1112.. .Un,Ui^Ui^.. .Ui„) with Uj e U lor 
j = 1,2,..., n, and where i is a fixed nontrivial permutation of the set {1 ,2 , . . . , n} with 
n > 3. It is easy to see that for each n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , (.X3„+ia:3„+2.T3n+3)p ^ Dom(L'', 5). 
Now we show that Dom(i7, S) does not satisfy the permutation identity corresponding 
to the permutation i. 
To see this consider the product {xiX2X3){xiX5Xe)... (x3n+i3;3„+22;3„+3) in Fx- Since 
no n members of U occur consecutively in this word no elementary po transition is 
possible from this base and hence Dom(l7, S) does not satisfy the permutation identity 
corresponding to the permutation i. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONSEQUENCES OF PERMUTATION 
IDENTITIES AND SATURATED 
PERMUTATIVE VARIETIES OF SEMIGROUPS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, after proving some consequences of permutation identities about 
semigroups, we completely determine saturated permutative varieties of semigroups. 
We then find sufficient conditions on a homotypical identity to ensure that any variety 
satisfying it is saturated. The contents of this chapter are from [46, 47, 48]. 
As before, a semigroup S satisfying a nontrivial permutation identity 
XiX2...Xn = Xi^Xi^...Xi„ (1) 
will be called a permutative semigroup. 
First we prove some useful facts about permutative semigroups. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.1[46, Proposition 4.1]: Let t/ be a permutative semigroup 
and S any semigroup containing U properly such Dom(l7, S) = S. Then for any 
x,y G 5 and s,t £ S\U, 
sxyt = syxt. 
PROOF: Since U is permutative, by Theorem 3.1, S is also permutative. Therefore, 
by Theorem 2.2.5, there exists n and j G {1,2, . . . ,n} such that S also satisfies the 
following identity 
X1X2...Xj-ixyXj .. .Xn = 3:1X2...Xj-iyxXj . . .x„ 
(when J = 1, we assume that the word X1X2.. .Xj_i is the empty word). 
Since, by Result 1.2.8 for all s, i e S\U we have s,t e S'^ for all positive integers k, 
the result now follows. 
REMARK 1: Proposition 4.1.1 can also be proved by appealing to ([65, Theorem 1]) 
and Theorem 3.1. 
The proof of Proposition 4.1.1 could be easily modified to give the following corol-
laries. In Corollaries 4.1.3 and 4.1.4, bracketed statements are dual to the other state-
ments. 
In Results 4.1.2 to 4.1.7, U is any semigroup satisfying (1), and S is any semigroup 
containing U properly and such that Dom({/, S) = S. 
COROLLARY 4.1.2: If (1) is nontrivial, then 
for all s, i G S\U, a;i,X2,...,Xfe E 5 and for any permutation j of the set {1,2 , . . . , A;}. 
COROLLARY 4.1.3: If ii 7^  1 [in j^ n], then 
xyt = yxt[sxy — syx] 
for all x,yES and te S\U [s G S\U]. 
COROLLARY 4.1.4: If zi / 1 [in ^^ n], then 
for all Xi, X2,.. . , Xfc G 5 and t G S\U [s G S\U], and for any permutation j of the sot 
(1,2,..:,A;}. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.5: If Zi 7^  1 and either in-i ^ n - l or i^T^n, then 
xyz = yxz 
for all x,z e S and y G S\U. 
PROOF: Since y G S\U, we may let (1.2) be a zigzag of shortest possible length m 
over U with value y. Then 
xyz = xaotiz (from equations (1.2)) 
= a^xtiz (by Corollary 4.1.3, since i\ ^ I and t^ G S\U) 
= yiaixtiz (from equations (1.2)) 
= yixaixtiz (by Corollary 4.1.4, since zj ^ I and ti G S\U) 
— y\xa2t2Z (from equations (1.2)) 
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= y\a2xt2Z (by Corollary 4.1.4, since i\ ^ 1 and 2^ £ S\U) 
= y2azxt2Z = . . . = yma2m-ixtmz 
= yrnXa2rn~\xtrnZ (by Corollary 4.1.4, since zj 7^  1 and t,u ^ 'S'\/7) 
= ymXa2mZ (from equations (1.2)) 
= ym0-2mxz (by Theorem 2.2.5 if in-\ 7^  n — 1 and in = n since ym e 5 " ~ \ 
otherwise by Corollary 4.1.4 since ym € S\U) 
= yx2(from equations (1.2)) as required. 
We give a corollary to Proposition 4.1.5 and its dual. 
COROLLARY 4.1.6: If ii 7^  1 and in + n, then 
S1S2S3 = Sj^Sj^S 
n 
for any Sj,S2, S3 € 5 with one or more being in S\U, and for any permutation ;/ of the 
set {1,2,3}. 
COROLLARY 4.1.7: liii ^ I and either i„_i ^ n — I or in y^ n, then 
S1S2 . • • Sk — Sj^Sj^ . . . Sji^_^Sk 
for any Si, S2) • • •, Sfc G 5 such that Sq G S\U for some q € {1 ,2 , . . . , A; — 1} and for any 
permutation j of the set {1 ,2 , , . . . , A; — 1}. 
PROOF: We have 
S1S2.. .Sq .. .Sk = S1S2.. .Sq-iSq+i.. .Sk-iSqSk (by Propositiou 4.1.5) 
= Sj^Sj^... Sj,_iSj,^, . . . Sji^_^SqSk (where s, = bj^ by Corollary 4.1.4) 
= SjjSj2... Sj,_,s,Sj,_^, . . . Sj^ ._,Sfc (by Proposition 4.1.5) 
as required. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.8: Let U and S be any semigroups with U a subsemigroup of 
S and such that Dom{U,S) = S. Take any d G S\U. Let (1.2) be a zigzag of length 
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m over U with value d with yi e Syt/ (for example if the zigzag is of shortest possible 
length). If U satisfies any nontrivial permutation identity, then d'^ = a^t'^ for any 
positive integer k. 
PROOF: We have 
d' = (aoti)' 
= aotiiaoti)''-^aoU (if k-2 = 0, (aoU)''-^ = 1) 
= yiaiti{aQti)''-^aQti 
= yiOiflo'^ti (by Corollary 4.1.2, since yi,ti E S\U) 
as required. 
In the following theorem we get a sufficient condition for any perrautative variety 
to be saturated. 
THEOREM 4.1.9[46, Theorem 5.1]: A permutative variety V is saturated if it 
admits an identity / such that 
(i) / i s not a pc^rnnitation identity, and 
(ii) at least one side of / has no repeated variable. 
PROOF: To prove the theorem, we can assume without loss of generality, which we 
prove below, that / has the form 
XiX2...Xm = w{xi,X2,. • .,Xm) (2) 
where \xi\y, > 1 for z = 1,2,..., m, and |.TJ|„/ > 2 for some j G {1,2 , . . . , m} (recall 
that |x|u;' for any variable x, is the number of occurences of the variable x in the word 
w). 
For if / is homotypical, as / is nonpermutative, / has to be of the form (2). So let 
us assume next that / is not homotypical. Then / has one of the following three forms: 
(i) a;iX2.. .Xm = f{xi,X2,...,Xm,Xm+i, • •.,Xm+k) whcre / is some word in the vari-
ables Xi,..., Xm+k such that A; > 0, and \xi\f > I, i = 1,2,... ,m + k; 
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(ii) XiXa ...Xm = f{xi,X2,..., Xm), where / is some word in the variables Xli • • • ^ Xra 
such that for some i G {1,2 , . . . , m}, \xj\j > 1; 
(iii) .X1X2.. ..Tni = f{xi,X2,.. .,Xm,,Xm+i,-- •,Xni+k), k > 0, where / is some word in 
Xi,... ,Xm+k such that for some i e {1, 2 , . . . ,m}, \xi\f = 0 and \xm+j\ > 1, for 
j = h2,...,k. 
Now in Case (i), by replacing the variables Xm+i, • • • ,Xm+k if necessary, by Xj for 
some j e (1 ,2 , . . . ,m}, we immediately get an identity of the form (2). 
In Case (ii), let j € {1 ,2 , . . . , m} be such that Xj ^ C( / ) (the content of / ) . Now 
by replacing the variable Xj by x^ we get that S satisfies the identity xiX2. • -Xm = 
(since the R.H.S. of / is independent of the choice of the variable 
Xj) which is of the form (2) above. 
Finally in the last case we can get an identity of the form (2) simply by applying the 
techniques of the above two cases. 
To prove the theorem, let us now assume to the contrary that 3U £ V such that 
U is not saturated. Therefore there exists a semigroup S containing U properly such 
that Dom(f/, S) = S. 
LEMMA 4.1.10: For all aeU,x,ye S\U, and for some q>2 
xay = xa'^y. 
PROOF: Since y e S\U, from Result 1.2.8, we have 
y = aia2...amym 
for some ym € S\U and ai,a2,...,am^U. Now 
xay = xaaia2 ... amym 
= xaia2. •. (aaj)... (amym) (by Corollary 4.1.2) 
= xw{ai,a2,...,aaj,...,am)ym (since U satisfies (2)) 
= xa'^w{ai,a2,..., a^,..., am)ym (by Corollary 4.1.2, where q = \xj\^ > 2) 
= xa%ia2.. .am2/m 
xa^y 
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as required. We give a corollary to the proof of Lemma 4.1.10 
COROLLARY 4.1.11: For all a G [/, s,t G S' and x,y e S\U, 
xsaty = xsa'^ty for some q > 2. 
Now to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1.9, we take any d G S\U, and let (1.2) 
be a zigzag for d of shortest possible length m over U. Then 
d = Vittiti 
— y\a\ti (by Result 1.2.5 and Lemma 4.1.10) 
= y\(i\~^Ci-2t2 (from equation (1.2)) 
= y\a2a\~^t2 (by Corollary 4.1.2) 
= 2/2^ 3^01"'^ 2 (from equation (1.2)) 
~ y2Ci'V^o,3t2 (by Corollary 4.1.2) 
— y20't~^o,tt2 (by Corollary 4.1.2) 
— y m " l " 3 • • • " 2 m - 3 " 2 m - l ' ' m 
q—\ q—\ q—\ , 
— y-mO'l O-Z • • •'^2m-\^'i.m-\^ni 
= ymO-2m-ia\~^al~^... o|;;L3a^~iia2,„_iim (by Corollary 4.1.2) 
= ym-ia2m-2aiaz... a2m-3w'0'2m-itm (from equations (1.2) and by Corollary 4.1.2 
where w' = af^al'^... a^ '^J 
= 2/10204 • • • a2m-2aiW'a2m-ltm 
= 2/10204 . . . a2m-2w'a2m-itm (by Corollary 4.1.2) 
= O0O2O4 . . . a2m-2W'a2m G U, 
a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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The next theorem characterizes all permutative varieties which are saturated, and 
thus provides a generahzation of [?, Theorem 4.5] from commutative varieties to per-
mutative varieties. 
T H E O R E M 4.1.12(46, Theorem 5.4]: A permutative variety V is saturated if and 
only if it admits an identity / such that 
(i) / is not a permutation identity, and 
(ii) at least one side of / has no repeated variable. 
P R O O F : The 'if statement of the theorem follows from Theorem 4.1.9. So it remains 
only to show that any saturated permutative variety V has to admit an identity / of the 
above form. Now take any saturated permutative variety V, and suppose that V does 
not admit any identity / of the above form. Therefore all the identities of V are either 
permutation identities or of the type whose both sides have repeated variables. Since 
the semigroup U of [28] is commutative, it satisfies all identities of V by ([28], Lemma 
3), whence U G V. As f/ is not saturated, V can't be saturated, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
R E M A R K 2: P.M. Higgins has shown with a different technique ([33], Corollary to 
Theorem 19) that if a variety V admits an identity of the form given in the statement 
of Theorem 4.1.12 and a permutation identity (1) such that ii ^ I and in j^ n, then V 
is saturated. 
In the following theorems, we find sufficient conditions on a homotypical identity 
to ensure that any semigroup satisfying it is saturated. We prove that a semigroup 
variety admitting an identity either of the following forms 
(I) XiXa .. .Xn — y{xi,X2,...,Xy-i,x^+i,...,Xn)xj with 3 ^ n and which is not a 
permutation identity; or 
(II) 
X\X2 •• -Xn = f{xuX2,...,Xn) for some word / in the variables xi,X2, • • • ,x„ 
which is not a permutation identity, such that there are variables Xi ^ Xj with 
\xi\f = \xj\f = 1 such that XiXj is a subword of / and j 7^  z + 1, is saturated. 
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DEFINITION 4.1.13: A variety V of semigroups is called homotypical variety of 
semigroups if it does not admit any heterotypical identity. 
THEOREM 4.1.14(45, Theorem 3.4]: Let V be any homotypical variety admitting 
an identity of the form 
XiX2...Xn = g{XuX2,...,Xj-i,Xj+i,...,Xn)Xj (3) 
with j 7^  n (or dually, of the form Xix^ .. .Xn — Xjg{x\,X2,...,.x^-i,Xj+\,...,,x„) with 
Then V admits the permutation identity 
XxX'i, • • • XjXyXj-\-\ . . . XYI ^ X\X2 • • • XjyXXj^i . . . Xn- (4j 
PROOF: To show that V admits (4), we need to show that every U eV satisfies (4). 
For this take any U ^V and any 
x,y,2i,X2, ...,a;n e U. 
Now 
X1X2 ...Xjxyxj+i.. .Xn = a:ia;2 . . . {xjx){yxj+i)...x„ 
— g(xi,X2,..., Xj-i,yxj+i,..., Xn)ixjx) (since U satisfies (3)) 
= X1X2 . . . Xj{yxj+i)... XnX (since U satisfies (3)) 
= XiX2...{Xjy)Xj+i,...XnX 
— g{xi,X2, • •. ,Xj-i,Xj+\,.. .Xn){xjy)x (since L'^  satisfies (3)) 
= g{Xl,X2, . . . , Xj-1 , Xj + 1, . . . Xn){Xjyx) 
= (xiX2.. • Xjyxxj+i).. .Xn (since U satisfies (3)) 
as required. 
The following corollary gives a sufficient condition for a homotypical variety to be 
saturated and follows directly from Theorem 4.1.9 and Theorem 4.1.14. 
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COROLLARY 4.1.15: Let V be any homotypical variety admitting an identity of 
the form 
x^x-i... x„ •= </(x-i, X2,. .. Xj_i, Xj+i,.. . , ;r,i);i:j 
with j ^ n, and which is not a permutation identity. Then V is saturated. 
REMARK 3: U j = n, then the variety K in the Corollary 4.1.15 is not necessarily 
saturated. For example, not all bands are saturated ([31], Corollary 4). P.M. Higgins 
([33], Theorem 16) has shown a related result, namely that if a variety V admits a 
homotypical identity of the form 
XiX2...Xn = f{xi,X2,...,Xn) 
which is not a permutation identity and is such that / neither begins with Xi nor ends 
with Xn, then V is saturated. 
THEOREM 4.1.16[48, Theorem 3.1]: Let V be any semigroup variety V admitting 
a homotypical identity 
/ : XiX2...Xn = f{Xi,X2,...,Xn) (5) 
for some word / in the variables Xi,X2, • • • ,x„. If / is such that 
(i) / is not a permutation identity, and 
(ii) there are variables Xi ^ Xj with \xi\f = \xj\f = 1 such that subword / 
and j ^ i+ I, 
then V is saturated. 
PROOF: By Theorem 4.1.9, it is sufficient to show that V is permutative. This we 
do by showing that every member of V satisfies some fixed permutation identity. For 
this take any U &V. 
CASE (i). i < j . By condition (ii) of the hypothesis, let 
/(.Tl,.T2,...,.T„) = gi{x)XiXjg2{x) (6) 
where x = {xi,X2, • •. ,Xj„i,Xi+i,... ,Xj^i,Xj+i,...,Xn) and gi,g2 are some words. 
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Take any x, y, Xi, 22, • • •, a;„ € U. Then 
X1X2. . . X i X y x i + i x „ = / ( x i i+ i , . . . , Xn) (since [/ satisfies equation (5)) 
= gi{x{y))(xix)xjg2{x{y)) (from equation (6), where 
x{b) = (xi,X2, . . . ,Xi_i, tei+i, . . . ,Xj_i,Xj+i, . . . ,x„) for any feet/) 
= 9i{x{y))xi{xxj)g2{x{y)) 
= /(xi , . . . ,Xi ,yXi+i , . . . ,xXj, . . . ,x„) (from eq. (5) since J V z + ] 
^ X\X2 • • • XiyXi^i . . . XXj . . . X7J (since U satisfies equation (5)) 
= /(xi,X2,.. .,Xit/,Xi+i,.. .,xXj,...,Xn) (since t/Satisfies eq. (5)' 
= ^i(x)(xiy)(xXj)p2(^)(froni equation (6)) 
= gi{x){xiyx)xjg2{x) 
= f{x\,X2,...,xuyxxi+i,...,Xn) (from equation (6)) 
= X1X2 . . . XiXyXi+i... Xn (since U satisfies equation (5)) 
whence U satisfies the permutation identity 
X i X 2 . . . X „ + 2 = X\X2 • • . XiXi+2XiJr\Xi+z • • • Xn+2-
Hence U is permutative. 
CASE (ii). j < i. By the condition (n) of the hypothesis, let 
/(xi ,X2,. . . ,x„) = hi{x)xiXjh2{x) (7) 
where x = (xi,X2,... ,Xj_i,Xy+i,... ,Xi_i,Xi+i,... ,x„) and /ii,/i2 are some words. 
Take any x, y, xi ,X2, . . . , x„ £ C. 
CASE (ii)(a). ; = 1. Now 
xyxiX2. • .Xn — xf(yxi,X2,...,x„) (since U satisfies equation (5)) 
= x/ii(x)xi(yxi)/i2(x) (from equation (7) 
= x/ii(x)(xiy)xi/i2(x) 
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= xf{xi, X2,..., Xi'y,..., Xn) (from equation (7) 
= XX1X2,..., Xiy ... Xn (siiico U satisfies equation (5)) 
— f{xxi,X2,..., Xiy,..., Xn) (since U satisfies equation (5)) 
= hi{x){xiy){xxi)h2{x) (from equation (7) 
= hi{x)xi(yxxi)h2{x) 
= f{yxxi,X2, ••• ,Xn) (from equation (7)) 
= yxx\X2 . • -Xn (since U satisfies equation (5)). 
Thus U satisfies the permutation identity .T1X2 . . . Xn+2 — X2X\X-i ... Xn+2 and so U is 
permutative. 
CASE (ii)(b). \<j<n. Now 
X\X2 • •-Xj-xXyXj . . .Xn = J\X\,X2, • • • ,Xj-\X,yXj, . . . ,Xn) 
(since JJ satisfies equation (5)) 
— hi{x{x))xi{yxj)h2{x{x)) (from equation (7) where 
x{b) = {xu...,Xj^ib,Xj+i,... ,Xi^i,Xi+i,.. .,Xn) (for any fe G ?7) 
= hi{x(x)){xiy)xjh2{x{x)) 
= / ( x i , . . . , Xj-iX, Xj,..., Xiy,..., Xn) (from equation (7) 
= X\X2 • • • Xj — \XXj . . . Xiy . . . Xn (since U satisfies eq. (5)) 
/l"^l) "^ 2) • • • ) Xj~iXXj, • . • , Xiy, • • • , Xn) 
(since U satisfies equation (5)) 
= hi{x){xiy){xxj)h2{x) (from equation (7) 
= f{xi,X2,. • •, yxxj,..., Xn) (from equation (7)) 
= X1X2..-Xj-iyxXj.. .Xn (since ^ satisfies equation (5)) 
So U satisfies the permutation identity 11X2. •. x„+2 = 2:1X2... Xj^iXj+iXjXj+2 • • • Xn+2 
and hence, U is permutative. Thus the proof of the theorem is completed. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EPIMORPHICALLY CLOSED PERMUTATIVE 
VARIETIES 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we ask the following question: Which permutation identities 
are stable? or equivalently which permutation varieties are closed under 
epis? 
First we give some semigroup identities which are preserved under epis in conjunction 
with any nontrivial permutation identity and, then, we completely answer the above 
question and show that a permutation identity 
X\X2---Xn = Xi^Xi^---Xi^ ( n > 3) 
is stable iff z„ 7^  n [zj ^ 1]. 
THEOREM 5.1.1(44, Theorem 4.7]: Let 
;i;iX'2 • • • Xn — '•i'ii'-t'i2 • • • ^-i„ ( i ) 
be any nontrivial permutation identity. Then a nontrivial semigroup i(l(;ntity /( one 
which is not satisfied by the class of all semigroups) is preserved under epis in conjunc-
tion with (1) if / has one of the following forms: 
(i) At least one side of / has no repeated variable, 
(ii) xP = y" ; p, 9 > 0; 
(iii) xP = a;' ; p, q > 0; 
(iv) xPy'^ = y^'x^ ; p,q,r,s> 0; 
(v) xP = 0 ; p > 0; 
(vi) x V = 0 ; p , g > 0 ; 
REMARK 1: We regard u = 0 (for some non empty word u ) as a semigroup identity. 
We define it to mean the conjunction of the two identities uy — u = yu (in each 
case y is a variable not occuring in the word u). 
PROOF: Take any semigroups U and S with U epimorphically embedded in S, and 
such that U (and hence S, by Theorem 3.1 which states that all permutation identities 
are preserved under epis) satisfies the identity (1). We show that each of the identities 
(i) to (vi) satisfied by U is also satisfied by S. 
(i) That S satisfies (i) if U does, follows from Theorem 4.1.12 as all saturated varieties 
of semigroups are epimorphically closed. 
(ii) Assume U satisfies (ii). Then for all u , u G [/ we have 
yP = v'' = yP = u'^. 
Take any x,y ^ S. We assume that x G 5 \^ . By zigzag Theorem 1.2.5, we may let 
(1.2) be a zigzag of shortest possible length m over U with value x. Then 
x^ = aot^ (by Propostion 4.1.8 and equations (1.2)) 
= iyiaiYt^ (since yiof = yiCiOi aooi e U ) 
= y?a?(oiti)P (by Corollary 4.1.2, since yuh e S \U) 
— y?a?(o2ii)'' (from equations (1.2)) 
= y{a'ia2t2 (by Corollary 4.1.2, since yi,t2 G S \U) 
= y^a^a^tl (a^ = a^) 
— iyiO'iQ'2my (from equations (1.2)) 
= (aQa2mY 
= uP for all ueU. 
Hence x^ = vF for all a; G 5, w G f/ and likewise t/' = u ' for all y G 5 and u E U. 
Therefore x^ = uT = tz' = y ' as required. 
(iii) Assume U satisfies (iii) and take any x G S\U. we may let equations (1.2), by 
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Result 1.2.5, be a zigzag of shortest possible length m over U with value x. Now, 
x'P = Opti (by Proposition 4.1.8 and equations (1.2)) 
= Cgif (since U satifies(iii)) 
= (2/ifli)'^i (from equations (1.2)) 
— y^altl (by Corollary 4.1.2, since yi, ti e S\U) 
— yfalti (Since U satisfies (iii)) 
= vtiaitiY (by Corollary 4.1.2, since yi,ti e S\U) 
= 2/1(^2^2)'' (from equations (1.2)) 
= yla^t^ by Corollary 4.1.2, since yi, he S\U) 
— 2/1^ 2^ 2 (since U satisfies (iii)) 
= (2/102)^ *2 (by Corollary 4.1.2, since yi, 2^ € S\U) 
= {yittzYtl (from equations (1.2)) 
= {yma2m-\)tm 
= ym'a2m-i'C (by Corrllary 4.1.2, since ym,im e 5) 
= ym'a2m-i''*m (siucc U Satisfies (iii)) 
= ym''{a2m-itmy (by Corrllary 4.1.2, since ym, tm ^ S\U) 
= yrn'a2m' (from equation (1.2)) 
= ym''0'2m^ (since U satisfies (iii)) 
= x'' (by Proposition 4.1.8 and equation (1.2)). 
as required. 
(iv) Assume U satisfies (iv) and take any x,y e S. First we consider the case where 
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X E S\U and y E U (the case where a; G [/ and y € S\U is similar to this case). 
Since x G S\U, we may let (1.2), by Result 1.2.5, be a zigzag for x of shortest possible 
length m over U. Now, 
xPy9 = yTn'o,2rrJ'y^ (by Proposition 4.1.8 and equation (1.2)) 
= ym^y^o,2Tn^ (since U satisfies (iv)) 
= yrrJ'y''{a2m-itmY (from equatious (1.2)) 
= Vm^y''Q'2m-i^im^ (by CoroUary 4.1.2, since ym,tm ^ S\U) 
= ym^a2m-i^y'^tm^ (sincc U Satisfies (iv)) 
= (ym-ia2m-i)V^m' (by Corollary 4.1.2, since y^, m^ € 5 \ ^ ) 
= (?;m-ia2m-2)V^m' (froffi cquatious (1.2)) 
= ym-i^a2m-2V^m' (by Corollary 5.9, since ym-iAm G S\U) 
= ym-\^y''a2m-'ftm' (sincB U satisfies (iv)) 
= ym-i^y''{a2m-2tmy (by Corollary 4.1.2, siucc ?/m-i, !^m G 5'\?7) 
= 2/m-iV(a2m-3^m-i)* (from equations (1.2)) 
= y iV(a i^ i ) ' 
= yi^y''ai%' (by Corollary 4.1.2, since yuh e S\U) 
= yi'^ai^y'^ti^ (since U satisfies (iv)) 
= ( y i a i ) V i i ' (by Corollary 4.1.2, since yi,ti G S\U) 
= a^y'^tl (from equations (1.2)) 
= y '^agij (since U satifies (iv)) 
= y^x^ (by Proposition 4.1.8 and equations (1.2)) 
as required. 
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So we assume next that x,y G S\U. By Result 1.2.5, we may let (1.2) be a zigzag for 
X of shortest possible length m over U then, 
xPy' — ym^a2rr/y'^ (by Proposition 4.1.8, and equations (1.2)) 
= ym''lfO'2m^ (t>y the first part of the proof) 
= ym^y''{.a2m-itmy (from equations (1.2)) 
= ymfy"a2m-\'tm' (by CoroUary 4.1.2, siuce y^, i^ G 5\t/) 
== ym^0'2m-i^y'^im^ (by the first part of the proof) 
= (yma2m-i)V^m' (by CoroUaiy 4.1.2, sincc y^,trr^ € 5\[/) 
= (2/m-ia2m-2)V^m' (from equations (1.2)) 
= ym-i^a2m-2^y'^tm' {hy CoToWavy A.1.2, s'luce ym-\,tm ^ S\U) 
= ?ym-iVfl2m-2'im' (siuce U satisfics (iv)) 
= ym-i^y''{o.2m-2tmy (hy coTollavy 4.1.2, Since ym-i,tm E S\U) 
= ym-iV(a2m-3tm-i)' (from equatious (1.2)) 
= y iV(a i^ i ) ' 
= y i V o i ' i i ' (by Corollary 4.1.2, since yuh e S\U) 
— yi^cii^y^ti^ (since U satisfies (iv)) 
= {yiaiYyHi' (by Corollary 4.1.2, since yuh e S\U) 
= a.Qy'^tl (from equations (1.2)) 
= y''ao^i (since U satifies (iv)) 
= y'^x^ (by Proposition 4.1.8, and equations (1.2)) 
as required. This completes the proof of the part (iv). 
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(v) Assume U satisfies x"' = 0 and take x,y G S; we show that 
CASE(a): x G S\U, y E U, by Result 1.2.5, let (1.2), be a zigzag for x over U of 
shortest possible length m. Then, 
^^y ~ ym^2m'y (by Proposition 4.1.8, and equations (1.2)) 
= y^0'2rn' (since U satisfies (v)) 
= xP. 
Similarly yx^ = x^, as required. 
CASE(b): X EU,y e s\U. let (1.2), by Result 1.2.5, be a zigzag of length m over U 
with value y. Then, 
xPy = x^aoti = x^aiti (from equations (1.2) and since u satifies (v)) 
= ^^02^2 (from equations (1.2)) 
= xPazt2 (since U satifies(v)) 
= X^a2m-ltm 
= xPa2m 
= x^. (from equations (1.2) and since U satisfies (v)) 
Similarly yx^ = .-c'', as required. 
CASE(c): x,y E S\U. By Result 1.2.5, we may let (1.2), be a zigzag for x of shortest 
possible length m over U. Then, 
x'^y = ym'0'2rri'y (by Proposition 4.1.8, and equations (1.2)) 
= ym'Q-2m' (from case (b) above) 
= xP. 
Similarly yxP = .r^, as required. 
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(vi) Assume U satisfies (vi) and take any x,y,z e S; we prove that 
CASE(a): x,y,z G U,z 6 S\U. By Result 1.2.5, we may let (1.2) be a zigzag of 
shortest possible length m over U with value z. Then, 
xPy^z — x^y'^aoti (from equations (1.2)) 
= x^y^aiti (since U satisfies (vi)) 
= x^y^a2t2 (from equations (1.2)) 
= xPy'^a2m-2tm 
= x^y''a2m-iim (since U satisfies (vi)) 
= x^y'^a2m (from equations (1.2)) 
= x^y"^ (since U satisfies (vi)) 
By a similar argument we can show easily that zx^y^ = x^t/'. Therefore x^y'^z = 
zx'Py'^ — x^y', as required. 
CASE(b): y,z e U,x E S\U.As x E S\U, by Result 1.2.5, we may let (1.2) be a 
zigzag of shortest possible length m over U with value x. Then, 
xPy''z = yrn'0'2rn'y'^^ (by Propositiou 4.1.8, and equations (1.2)) 
—" ym'<>-2m'y'' (since U satisfies (vi)) 
= x^y'^ (by Proposition 4.1.8 and equations (1.2)) 
Also 
zx^y"^ = zym^a2rrJ'y'^ (by Proposition 4.1.8, and equations (1.2)) 
= ym^a2m^y^ (from case (a)) 
= x^'y'^ (by Proposition 4.1.8, and equations (1.2)) 
Therefore x^y'2 = zx^y' = x^y^, as required. '^^^^"'•^^ LJL -, 
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CASE(c): X, 2 G U,y G S\U. This case is dual to case (b). 
CASE(d): z € U,x,ye S\U. By Result 1.2.5, w(! may let (1.2) be a zigzag of siiortcvst 
possible length in over U with value x. Now, 
x'Py'^z = yr,?0'2rn'y^z (by Proposition 4.1.8, and equations (1.2)) 
= ymfo,2m^y'' (from case (c)) 
= xJ^y'^ (by Proposition 4.1.8, and equations (1.2)) 
Since y G S\U, by Result 1.2.5, we may let 
y = 6o2i = SihiZi be the first two lines of zigzag for y with 6o, hi £ U and 
Si,Z] e S\U. Now 
2,xV = zym^a^nt^bo'zx'' (by Proposition 4.1.8) 
= ynJ'a^m^bQ^Zi' (from case (a)) 
= x'Py'^ (by Proposition 4.1.8) 
Therefore xPy'^z = zi '^y'^  = .T y^^ , as required. 
CASE(e): y e {7',.T, 2 G 5 \ ^ or x G ^ , y, 2 G S\U or .x, y, 2 G 5 \ ^ . As z G S\L\ 
by Result 1.2.5, we ma.y let (1.2) be a zigzag of shortest possible length m over U with 
value z. Now, 
x'Py'^z — xPy^ao^i (from equations (1.2)) 
— x^y^aiti (from cases (b), (c) and (d)) 
x^y'^a2t2 (from equations (1.2)) = xPiflr 
xPy%2m-2^m 
^^y''o,2m-itm (from cases (b), (c) and (d)) 
^^y^ci2m (from equations (1.2)) 
x^y' (from case (d)). 
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The dual argument shows that zx^y*^ — x^y^. 
Therefore x'^y'^z = zx^y*^ — x^y'', as required, thus completing the proof of the 
Theorem 5.1.1. 
The following theorem is from Khan [48, 49] and extends Theorems 5.1.1(ii) and 
5.1.1(iii). 
THEOREM 5.1.2: Let (1) be any nontrivial permutation identity. Then any non-
trivial homotypical identity I (one which is not satisfied by the class of all semigroups) 
of the following forms are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1): 
(i) Xi'"x2''^..x/'- = Xl9^'r2'^•••a;r'^ where 0 < p^ < Pr-i < ••• < P2 < Pi and 
0 < 9i < 92 < ••• < Qr-i < Qr and r > 0; 
(u) XiP2;2''...x/ = yi^2/2^...2/r', for any p,q>0. 
PROOF: Take any semigroups U and 5 with U epimorphically embedded in 5, and 
such that U (and, hence, S, by Theorem 3.1) satisfies the identity (1). We show that 
each of the identities (i) and (ii) satisfied by U is also satisfied by S. 
(i). Assume that U satisfies (i). For A: = 1,2, ...,r; consider the word Xi^^X2'^--.Xk'''' of 
length Pi + P2 + ••• + Pfc- We shall prove that S satisfies (i) by induction on k, assuming 
that the remaining elements Xk+i,Xk+2-, •••,Xr E U. 
First for fe = 0, the equation (i) is satisfied by S vacuously. So assume next that (i) 
is satisfied for all Xi,a:2, ...,Xk-i € S and all Xk,Xk+i, ...,Xr G U. Without loss we can 
assume that Xk £ S\U. As Xk G S\U and Dom{U, S) — S, by Result 1.2.5, we may let 
(1.2) be a zigzag of shortest possible length m over U with value Xk- We assume first 
that 1 < k < r. Now 
Xi^'x2^...XrP^ = xi'"x2P^..aoP'=ii'"'Xfc+iP'=+'...a;/" (by eq. (1.2) and Result 2.2.5) 
= X:''•x2^^..ao^*6.+l(^)''^6.+2'^)''^..6.(^)'"=^,(^)''^x.^l''-^..x/^ 
(by eq. (1) and Results 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, for some bk+i^^\bk+2''^\... 
br^'^ 6 U and ti^'^ G S\U) 
= x,'"x2"^..ao'^^6,+/^)"^-^' 
(where w^'^ =. bk+^^'^"'~''^'bkJ'^'"~''^\.X^'^''''' 
and z = Xfe4.i'"=+'....T/'-,by Result 2.2.4) 
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(by inductive hypothesis as UQ G U) 
ii'^' ''z (by eq. (1) and Result 2.2.5 and dual of Result 2.2.4, for some 
ci'-'\c2^'\...,Ck-i^'^eU, V =-- Xi'?'x2''^...Xfe_i'*-'andi/i(i\^i(i)e5\f/) 
U^'^^'z (bv Result 2.2.5, where 7/1) - c,^')''-''c2^'y"-'\..c,^,('^'''"''-' 
as y,^'\t,^'^ e S\U) 
ti'-^^^'z [as U satisfies (i)) 
ti^'^^'z (by Result 2.2.5, as yi^^\yi^'^ E S\U and 
= vy,^'^"'v^'W^'"c2^'^''\..Ck-x^'^'"'-'a:PH,P^z 
(by Result 2.2.5, as ii^^ = bkJ'^''b,J^y\..h^'y''t,^'^'') 
= vy,^'^"'v^'^c,^'^'"c2^'^''\..Ck-,^'^'"'-'a'fH2^^z 
(by Result 2.2.5 and equations (1)) 
= ^;y^-l(l)'"=^;("^-^^Cl(-l)''•c2(-l)^^..c,_l(-l)'"'-'a2„.-2^^6fc+l^"^^'"^ 
6fc+2^"'^ '^-6r^"'^ '"t^^^ '^'*2 (by Results 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 
as ym-i^'\tj'^ e S\U for some bk+i^'^\bkj"'\..,br^"'^ e U) 
= l;y„.-l(l)'"'^(->)cl(-l)'"c2('"-^)''^..Cfe_,(-^)'''-'a2„.-2''*6fe+l^"''"'" 
bkJ"'^''^\..br^"'^''w^"'HJ'^''z (by Result 2.2.5 as ym-i^'\tj'^ e S\U, 
where lu(-) - bfe+/-)'"=-"''^'6,+2^'"^'"'''"'^'...fe/'"^'""'^) 
= ^y.-I(^)'^^("^-^)cl(-^)'^^C2(--^)''^..c,_l(->)''^-^a2^-2'^6,^l("^)''^^^ 
6fc+2 '^" '^'^ '...ftr^"^^"'t/^('"'^ m''^ '"2 (since U satisfies (i)) 
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(by Result 2.2.4, as t;(—i) = cr('^-i^"'~''c2^^-'^"'~'\..Ck-i^"'-'^"'~''-' 
(by Result 2.2.4, as y(^_i)'''= = ym-i^'^"'c,^"'-'^'' 
C2(-i) ' ' \ . .c,_i(-i) ' '= and ym-i^'\tj'^ G S\U) 
^^y„.'^a2^_,^^6.^/-)'^^^6.+2^"^''^^^..^^'"^'^^^-^^.n(^)''^^ 
(by Result 2.2.4 and equations (1) as ym-i^^\tj^^ G S\U) 
t;y^(i)'''c:M''*C2(-)^\..c,_iM'*a2^-i^*6.+/'")'''"^ 
(by Result 2.2.4 and dual of Result 2.2.3 for some 
Ci^^\c2^"'\ ...Cfc-i^ '") e U and y„(i^ G 5\t /) 
^y.n(^^"=t;(-)cl(-)''^C2(-)^^..c,_l(-)^'=-'a2„.-l^^5,+/"^)'"'"' 
6,+2^"^)"'"^..6.("^)'^«;('^)i„^(^)'*^ 
(by Result 2.2.4 as yj^\tj^^ G 5\t/ , 
-where ^;(-) = ci(-)"="''C2('")'"="'^..Cfe_l(-)''=-''=-') 
^yn.(•)'^'-)clM'''c2('")''^..c,_l(-)^*-'a2^-l''^6.+l("^^'''"'6,+2^'"''''"...6/"'''^ 
i(;("^)i^(i)'"'2 (as U satisfies (i)) 
W^)'*^^'")clM^'c2(-)''^..Cfc_lM^'=-'a2„.-l''^6,+l(-^)''^•6fc+2^"^''^..for^'"^'' 
im^^ '^'*-2 (by Result 2.2.4, as yj^\ tj^^ G S\U and 
t/;(-) = 6,+i(-)'"'''"=^'6fc+2^"^^"'~'"'^'-fer^'"^"'"'^) 
^2/.(^)'*r;(-)cl(-)'"c2('")''^..c,_l(-)''*-'a2^-l''^^„.''*^ 
(by Result 2.2.4, as yj^^tr,^ G 5\ t / and 
b,^,^-^'%,J-^'\..br^-^''tJ^)'' = i„.''0 
t;y^(l)'"=^(-)clM''V2(-)''^..c,_lM^''-^a2^P^^ 
(by Result 2.2.4 and equations (1), as ym'"^\'tvi G S\U) 
^;?/„(l'''^;(-)c/-)'"c2('")''^..c,-_l('")'"'-•a2^''^Xfc,.lP^-^..x/^ 
{as z = Xfc+iP''+i...x/'-) 
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(as U satisfies (i)) 
(by Result 2.2.4, as yj^\tm G S\U 
(by Result 2.2.4, as y^9* = yj'^'"'c,^^^'"'c^^^^"'...Ck^,("'^'') 
= Xi'?'X2''^ ..x,.9^ (By Result 2.2.5 as u = xi'?'X2''^..Xfe-i'^*-'), 
as required. 
Finally, a proof in the remaining cases, namely when A; = 1 or k = r, can be ob-
tained from the proof above by making the following conventions: 
First when k = 1, 
(i) the word v = 1, 
(ii) the word 
c i«%(^) ' \ . . c ,_ i« ' ' ' = Cl»''c2«'^..c,_l»'^^-' = 1 forz = 1,2,...,m and 
Cl(')''^C2«''^..c,_l«'"'-' = .;« =landy,^'^ ^ y, far i = l,2,.,.,m. 
Dually when k = r, 
(i) word z = 1, 
(ii) the word 
b,^,^^^"'b,J^'\..K^^'' = {,.,l«''^-6,,2^''''^^^..6.(^'''^ = 1 forz = l ,2,. .„m. 
and h,,.,^'^"'^'hJ'^"'^\..K^'^'' = .,;« = 1 fori. = 1,2,....rn. 
(ii). To prove (ii), we first note that for all tti, M2, ..., Mr, fi, ^2,..., ?v £ U, 
Now first we prove that for all Xi,X2, ...,Xr G S and ui,U2, ...,Ur G t/, 
Xi''X2''...x/ = M I ' W - - U / . (4) 
GO 
Assume that U satisfies (4). For k = l,2,...,r; consider the word xiPx2^-..Xk^ of 
length kp. We shall prove that S satisfies (4) by induction on k , assuming that the 
remaining elements Xk+i,Xk+2, •••,Xr G U. 
First for k — 0, the equation (4) is satisfied by 5 vacuously. So assume next that (4) 
is true for all Xi,X2,...,Xk-i G S and all Xk,Xk+i,---,Xr G U. Without loss we can 
assume that Xk 6 S\U. As Xk G S\U and Dom{U,S) = S, by Result 2.1, we may 
let (1) be a zigzag of shortest possible length m over U with value Xk- We assume 
first that I < k <r. 
Now 
x-iPx2P...Xfe-i''aoPii''xfc+iP....x/.-
= X,''X2^...Xk.^Vbk-,l^'nk^2^''r..br^'^\('^'z 
(by Results 2.2.1, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 for some U^^^ e S\U 
andbk+i^^\bk+2^'\...,b^'^ eU)andz = Xfc+i^-.x/ 
= x,Px2^...Xk.Ayia^ybk^r''nk^2^'^r..br^'n,(^^'z 
(by inductive hypothesis, as yiai^ = t/iaiOi 
= (IQUI G U) 
= x,^X2^...Xk-Ay^a,)VbkJ'nkJ'^r..K^'n,^'^'z 
(by Result 2.2.4, as y^ti^^'^ G S\U) 
= XiPx2^...Xk-i^{y\aiyainxPz (by Result 2.2.4, 
as bk,,^'nkj''r..h:'^\^'^' = un 
=-. x^Px2^...Xk-i^{yiaiy'a2n2''z (by Result 2.2.4, 
asyi,^2 G S\U) 
= Xi^X2^...Xk-i^{y\aiya:i^t2^z (by inductive hypothesis, 
as y\a\ = ao and ao, 02 G U) 
= XiPx2^.•.Xk-\^{y\ai)'''ai^tz'''z (by equations (1) 
and Result 2.2.4) 
= x\^X2^...Xk-x^iyiaxYa^^tz^z (by inductive hypothesis, 
as yiOi = ao and ao, 04 G U) 
Xi^X2^...Xk-l^{y\aiYa2m-Am^Z 
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= Xi'^X2''...Xk-i^ao^a2rri''Xk+i^---Xr^ (by equations (1) and Result 2.2.4 
as z = Xk+i^'-.-Xr^ and j/iCi = UQ) 
= XiPx2^...Xk-i^iaoa2my^k+i'^--x/ (by Result 2.2.4 since ao = ijidu 
02m - CL2m-ltm dud y i ,<m G S\U) 
= Ui^U2^...Uk-\^Uk^Uk+\^---Ur^ (by inductive hypothesis as aoagm, 
Therefore, by induction 
X,^X2^...X/ = Ui^U2r..u/ 
for all xi,X2, ...,Xr G 5 and ui,U2,...,'Ur £ t/. 
Finally, a proof in the remaining case, namely when k — r, can he obtained from the 
proof above by making the following conventions: 
(i) word z = 1, 
(ii) the word 
bk-,i^'\bk+2^'\...,br^'^ = z = landii^^) = t,. 
This completes the proof of (4). 
Similarly 
for all 2/1,2/2, •••,yr G 5 and Ui,U2,...,Ur G U. 
Now 
Xi''x2''...a;r'' = ui^U2^.-.Ur'' = Ui'U2^• • •Ur'' — y\'y2^•••VT'' (by equations (3)), 
as required. 
5.2. EPIMORPHICALLY STABLE PERMUTATION IDENTITIES 
In this section, we determine all permutation identities which are stable and show 
that any permutation identity is stable if and only if z„ 7^  n[ii ^ 1] 
In the following theorem, bracketed statements are dual to the other statements. 
Contents of this section are from [44]. 
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THEOREM 5.2.1: Let XiXax,-, x„, = .T,;,X,2.....X,;,. (1) 
be any permutation identity with n > 3 and such that i„ ^ n[ii ^ 1]. Then all 
identities, in conjunction with (1), are preserved under epis. 
PROOF: Take any identity 
u{Xi,X2,X3 ,Xp) = v{xi,X2,X3 , Xp) (2) 
and any semigroup U and 5 such that U is a subsemigroup of S and U satisfies (1) 
and (2), and Dom{U,S) = S. 
By the Theorem 3.1, S satisfies (1). Now we show that S satisfies (2). Since S 
satisfies (1), 5 also satisfies the permutation identity 
X1X2X3 XnXy = X1X2X3 XnVX. (3) 
LEMMA 5.2.2: Take any word w in variables xi,X2,X3 ,Xk and 01,02,03 ,a„ G 
U and any ^1,^2, h , tk ^ S^ such that if i, G 5 then 
fli = yA for some yi G S\U, bi G 5(i = 1,2...,k). Then 
^(01^1,02*2, ,0'ktk) — w{ai,a2,as ,ak)w{ti,t2,ts ,tk) 
PROOF: Let Xq be the first variable appearing in w for which tq e S { whence 
Oq = yqbq for some yq G S\U,bq G S). Then 
u;(ai<i,a2^2, ,aktk) = 'w{aiti,a2t2, ...,yqbqtq,...,aktk) 
= w{ai,a2,a3 ,yqbq,....ak)vj{ti,t2,t3 ,tk) 
(by Corollary (4.1.4)) 
= w(ai,a2,a3 ,ak)w{ti,t2M Ak) 
as required. 
LEMMA 5.2.3: Let U be any subsemigroup of any semigroup 5. Take any di ,d2 ^ S 
such that their exist zigzags over U £ S with values di and ^2- Then their exist zigzags 
for di and ^2 of some common length over U. 
PROOF: It is sufficient to prove that given any zigzag for any element d G 5 of length 
m, we obtain a zigzag for d of length m + 1. Let (1.2) be a zigzag of length m for d over 
U. Then d — aoti = yiaiti — yia\ti = yiUiti — • • • = ym(i2m, is essentially a zigzag of 
length m + 1 over U with value d as required. 
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From Lemma 5.2.2, di,d2,- •• ,dn all have zigzags over U in S^ of the same length, 
say 
d, = a^^k^;\ 4'^ = y^^a^ 
yk "2fc — yA:+l"2fe+l' "•2fc-l''fc ~ "2fc''fe+l \^) 
« 2 . - i € = « M , a£ , = di(z = l , 2 , . . . , n , A: = 1,2,... ,m - 1), 
where af eU{i = 1,2,..., n, j = 0 , 1 , . . . , 2m) and tf, yf ^ € 5^ (?; = 1,2,..., n, 
9 = 1,2, . . . ,m). 
we denote 5 x 5 x • • • x 5, the Cartesian product of n copies of 5, by S". 
We return to the proof of Theorem 5.2.1. Take any dj, c/2, c^ s ,dp e S. If some 
di e U, there is a zigzag in 5^ over U with value di, namely, di — djl = Idjl = Idi. 
Now di,d2,d3 ,dp all have zigzag over U in S^ of some common length, by Lemma 
5.2.3, say 
di = ao«^i ' ' \ao« = yi^ ^^aiW 
yk^^a2k^'^ = yk+i^'\a2kW^,a2k-i^'h,^'^ = a2k^'H,^^'^ {i = l,2....,p; k = 1,2, ....m - 1) 
a2m-i^'hj'^ - a2^W,?/„('^a2„^« = di (5) 
where ajW e f/(z = l ,2 , . . . ,p ; i = 0,l,2...,2m) andtg^^,yq^'^ e S^i == 1,2, ...,p;q = 
0,1, ...,m), and further for each di € S\U, we can assume that tq^^\yq-'^^ e 5\f/ (from 
the proof of the Lemma 5.2.3) 
In the following, we shall make use of Lemma 5.2.2 without explicit mention. We 
put 
X = {xi,X2,....Xj,) 
In this notation, the identity (2) is simple it( x ) = i;( x ). Put 
d = (di,d2,---.t^p) 
ak = (afc(i),afc(2), ,«,>)) (fc = 0,1,2....,2m) (6) 
tci = it,^'\t,^^\ ,i,(P))(9 = 0,l,2....,m) 
y, = {y,^'\y,''^\ ,y,('')) (9 = o,i,2.... ,m). 
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We wish to show that u{d) = v{d). Now d e 5^ is in the dominion of U^ in {S^f (where 
T'", for any semigroup T and any integer r > 2, denotes the cartesian product of r-copies 
of the semigroup T) as d has the following zigzag of length m 
d = aotu (iQ = yiai, 
yk0.2k = yk+ia2k+i, a2k-itk = a2ktk+u{k = 1,2,3 ,77 i - l ) , (7) 
0'2m-\tm = fl2m, ^ymO'2m = d, 
where at eU^it = 0,1,2 ,2m) and at, tg e {S^f {q = 1,2, ....,m). 
LEMMA 5.2.4: Let the word v in (2) begins with Xj, say if dj G S\U, then 
u(d) = u(rf) 
PROOF: 
w(rf) = u(ao ii ) (from equations (6)) 
= u{ao )w(ti ) (by Lemma (5.2.2) since eachoo = yi a\'') 
= v{ yi ci )u{ti ) (since [/ satisfies(2)) 
n^ 'v^ '*"' 
= i;(t/i ) v{ai )u{ti) (by Corollary 4.1.4, sinceyi(z) G 5X^7) 
= ^(yi ) u{ai )u{ti) (since (7 satisfies (2)) 
= v{yi) u(ai ti) (by Corollary 4.1.4, since yj G 5'\L'') 
= v{yi) u{a2 2^) (from equations (6)) 
= V{ym-l) u(a2m-2 tm) 
= w(.Vm-l) w(a2m-2 tm) 
= v{ym-i) u(a2m-2) u(irr,) (by Corollary 4.1.4, since yJ^ Li G S\U) 
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= v{yr,i-i) u(o2m-2) u{tm) (sincc U Satisfies (2)) 
= viVm-i 02m-2) u(im) (by Corollary 4.1.4, since y';S-i ^ S\U) 
= viVm a2m-i) uitm) (froHi cqatioiis (6)) 
== v{Um)v(a2m~i) u{tm) (by Corollary 4.1.4, since t/m G 5\L'') 
== i'(ym) u(a2m-i tm) (by Coro. 4.1.2, since y^ & S\U and since U satisfies(2)) 
= v{ym) u{a2m.) (from equations (6)) 
= u(y,„) v{a2m) (since f/ satisfies (2)) 
= v{ymO'2m) (by coroUary 4.1.2 since ym{i) G 5\(7, 
— v{d) (from equations (6)) 
This completes the proof of the Lemma 5.2.4. 
we now return to the proof of Theorem 5.2.1, we regard the variables Xi,.r2.....x„ 
as being replaced by di,d2,-..dn respectively, and it will be convenient for us to use 
the phrase replaced by in our proof. If all the variables in u and v are replaced from 
U then u{d) = v{d) as required. Hence we assmne that in v, say, not every variable 
is replaced from U. 
By Lemma 5.2.3, if the first variable of v is replaced by an element of S\U, then 
we have the required result again. Hence we now consider the case where further the 
first variable of v is replaced by an element of U. Then, 
v(x) = vi{x) V2(x) (7) 
for some words Vi and V2 in the variables Xi,X2....Xp where vi is of the maximum length 
such that all the variables of vi are replaced by elements of U (the word vi is non empty 
and not all the variables a:i,X2, ...a:„ appear in V2) let the first variable of V2{x) be ,xi, 
say (that is, xi is the first variable appearing in v{x) which is replaced by the element 
of S\U). For any i, if di G S\U, then y f e S\U for j = 1,2, ...,m. Therefore, by 
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Results 1.2.5 and 1,2.9 for di e S\U,v/e can write 
yf ^ l ^ ^ and l/f = z^^c^^forj = l,2,... ,m (8) 
for some bj, Cj,yj, Zi G S\U. For each di E U, we put 
t^^ = cf = yf = zf^  = 1 (9) 
In addition to the notations (5) we shall also use the following: 
b, = {b','\b^^\ b<-J^) {q = 1,2, , m) 
c, <] K ' \ < \ <')('? = i'2- ."0 
z, =-- {z^,'\zl'\ z?') {q = 1,2, ,m) 
Now from equations (4) and (9), we have 
Vq = bgyq ^ Zq Cg y, (11) 
Now u{d) — u{aoti) (from equations (6)) 
= ?(,(ao)u(ti) (by Lemma 5.2.2, since a^ = y[ a\'' for i = 1,2,....,p) 
= 7;(ao)w(^i) (since/7 satisfies (2)) 
= "(yi«i)w(^i) (from equations (6)) 
= v{yia^.i)u{ti) 
(This is essentially an inductive assumption we now obtain equality with) 
viVi+i a2i+i)u{ti+i) = 
= vi{yi Ci2i-i)v2{yi 0'2i-\)u{ti) (from equations (7)) 
= Vi{a2i-i)v2{yi o,2i-\)u{ti) (since all variables of Vi are replaced ixoxnU) 
= Vi{a2i-i)v2{yi) V2ia2i-i)u{ti) (by corollary 4.1.4 since ^2(2/, ^21-1) begins with 
afj, and yf^  G S\U) 
— Vi{a2i-i)v2{biyi) V2{a2i-i)u{ti) (from equations (11)) 
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= v^{a2i-i)v2{bi)v2{yi) V2(a2i-i)u{ti) (by corollary 4.1.4 since, b|^ = z} c^ and 
z f e S\U from equations(8)) 
= Vi(a2i-i)v2{hi(i2i-i)u(ii)v2{yi) (by corollary 4.1.4 since, fej'' = zfV'f^  and 
zl' e S\U from equations(8)) 
= V\{bia2i-i)v2{bia2i-\)'^{ti)v2{yi) (since all variables of Uj are replacc^d from U) 
= v{bi CL2i-i)u{ti) V2{yi) (from equations (7)) 
= u{bi 0'2i-i)u{ti) V2{yi) (since U satisfies (2)) 
= u{bi 0'2i-\ti) V2{yi) (by Lemma 5.2.2, since if any t^' € S for any j , then 
ftW = ^Pcp) with zf^ e 5\f/ from equation (8)) 
= u{bi a2iti+i) ^2(2/1) (from equations (6)) 
= u{bi a'2i)u{ti+i) V2{yi) (by Lemma 5.2.2 since if any i-^j e S'\L'' for any j , then 
6(') = 2 p \ P with 2 ^ e S\U from equation (8)) 
= '^(6t a2i)w(fi+i) 2^(2/1) (since U satisfies (2)) 
= Wi(6i a2i)v2{bi a2i)u{ti+i) V2(yi) (from equations (7)) 
= Vi{a2i)v2{bi (i2i)u{ti+i) 2^(2/1) (since all variables of Vi are replaced from U) 
= Vi(a2i)w2(/>i) W2(.Vi)w2(«2i)M(^ t-(-i) (f>.y Corollary 4.1.4, since/;)' = -2, <") ^^ "<' 
f^^  € 5\ t / from equation (8)) 
= Vi(a2i)v2(biyia2i)u(ii+i) (by Corollary4.1.4, since b^ = zf\f and zj'^  € 5\L^ 
from equation (8)) 
= vi{a2i)v2{yia2i)u{ti+\) (from equation (11)) 
— '^i{yiO'2i)v2{yiO-2i)u{ti+\) (since all variables of ;^i are replaced from U) 
= '^{yi(^2i)u{ti+\) (from equation (7)) 
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= y{yi+ia2i+i)u{ti+i) (if?: <m- I) 
= V{ym0'2m) 
= vQ), 
as required. This completes the proof of the Theorem 5.2.1. 
A restatement of Theorem 5.2.1 in terms of permutative varieties gives us a gen-
eralization of [45, Theorem 2.3.1] which state that all commutative varieties are closed 
under epis. 
THEOREM 5.2.5: Let v be a permutative variety defined by a permutation identity 
such that in 7^  n{ii ^ 1). Then all subvarieties of the variety v are closed \mder epis. 
Recall that an identity u — v is epimorphically stable or stable under epis if all 
identities in conjunction with it are preserved under epis, by which we mean that if 
U is any semigroup satisfying u = v and S is any epimorphic extension of U, then 5 
satisfies all the identities satisfied by U. 
In [30], P.M. Higgins has provided an example showing that some permutation 
identities are not epimorphically stable, namely those permutation identities which 
are consequences of the normahty identity xyzw = xzyw. Theorem 5.2.5 gives a 
siifficient condition for permutation identities to be epimorphically stable. So as a joint 
result, in the following theorem, we determine all the permutation identities which are 
epimorphically stable. 
THEOREM 5.2.6: Let D be a permutative variety defined by a permutation identity 
•^12^2 ' • ' Xji = X j jX t j • • • Xi^ 
is epimorphically stable and only if 2„ ^ n[ii 7^  1]. 
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